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LeoCor Enterprises
Corporate Identity

3245 Riverside Drive, Sixth Floor • Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 • 818-888-8888

3245 Riverside Drive 
Sixth Floor  

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

3245 Riverside Drive 
Sixth Floor 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

O 818-888-8888 
C 213-494-0705 

ILeibowitz@LeoCor.com

Ira Leibowitz 
Managing Director



Ten Bridges Real Estate Investment
Corporate Identity

10175 SW Barbur Blvd. 
Suite 319 B
Portland, Oregon 91720

T 503.245.3306    
F 866.543.5870
www.tenbridges-re.com

XX Month 2013

Dear XXX:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. In augue neque, viverra ut porttitor at, 
laoreet in augue. Etiam ut est diam, eu convallis sapien. In hendrerit fermentum pulvinar. In 
ornare porta commodo. Aliquam in ligula eu nibh pulvinar auctor. Integer est nunc, tempor 
eu mattis et, scelerisque non nisl. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et 
malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Ut nec arcu eget magna tempus feugiat. In hac habitasse platea 
dictumst.

Quisque placerat auctor felis egestas accumsan. Nam aliquet orci sit amet orci malesuada 
congue. Aenean at enim ac quam euismod dignissim. Praesent sit amet nunc a neque tristique 
fermentum. Vivamus aliquam consequat tortor sollicitudin pulvinar. Suspendisse at luctus purus. 
Suspendisse purus eros, feugiat at suscipit sed, malesuada vel lacus. Duis urna sem, pellentesque 
at pellentesque auctor, feugiat sed leo. Suspendisse ac scelerisque lectus. Morbi blandit posuere 
massa vel varius. Phasellus laoreet metus sed ante viverra ac euismod velit rhoncus. Quisque a 
orci at nulla interdum molestie.

Nunc tincidunt odio congue nibh condimentum malesuada. Duis at lectus a ligula tincidunt 
ultricies. Quisque libero massa, faucibus accumsan vehicula eget, convallis a lectus. Nulla turpis 
eros, pharetra eget dictum quis, laoreet vel risus. Nam lobortis placerat turpis id pharetra. 
Pellentesque tristique porta laoreet. Quisque dui lectus, porttitor nec ultricies a, facilisis non 
ipsum. Nam risus augue, venenatis lobortis sagittis venenatis, auctor a lectus. In non dui a nisl 
egestas semper sit amet at tellus. Sed sit amet turpis id sem suscipit congue.

Sincerely,

Demian Heald

10175 SW Barbur Blvd., Suite 319B
Portland, Oregon 91720

10175 SW Barbur Blvd., Suite 319B
Portland, Oregon 91720

T 503.245.3306     
C 503.577.1167
F 866.543.5870
E dzheald@comcast.net
tenbridges.com

Demian Heald
President



Claremont CBT
Corporate Identity and Logo Design

Claremont CBT Psychological Services, APC  
1490 Claremont Blvd., Suite 202, Claremont, CA 91711
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Action Plan Addendum
City of South El Monte

www.sgvc.org

Action Plan Addendum
City of South Pasadena

www.sgvc.org

Action Plan Addendum
City of Arcadia

www.sgvc.org

San Gabriel Valley Consortium on Homelessness
Homelessness Action Plan Addendums for cities in the San Gabriel Valley.



Hacienda La Puente Unified School District
Facts at a Glance Brochure



Delta Conveyance Authority
Overview brochure for the Delta Conveyance Project

Delta Conveyance Design &  
Construction Authority
Engineering a reliable water supply for California

The California Department of Water Resources 
(DWR) develops and plans the proposed Delta 
Conveyance Project. Under the direct supervision 
of DWR, the DCA conducts concept engineering 
and design work to support the environmental 
review process in accurately assessing impacts 
and identifying effective mitigation measures. By 
leaving fewer unknowns to future design, the DCA’s 
work allows better informed concepts in the final 
environmental documents. Work conducted by the 
DCA includes, but is not limited to:

• Field investigations of soil and other conditions

• Development of layout for proposed project 
and alternatives 

• Studies on transportation modes and routes, 
including how to minimize construction effects 
to those who live and work in the region

• Support of air quality analysis to identify 

how to reduce carbon emissions throughout 
construction

• Evaluations of equipment and materials to 
reduce noise and other community impacts

• Tactics to reduce construction time

• Program controls to support the management 
of risks, procurement, costs, schedule and 
document control

• Information provided through a variety 
of channels including social media, public 
presentations, conferences and Stakeholder 
Engagement Committee meetings

• Community engagement that provides clear, 
concise, accessible and timely information to 
the public; facilitates public participation in 
the planning process; and improves mutual 
understanding and transparency to encourage 
dialogue and facilitate constructive public input

Scan the code  
to learn  
DCA’s purpose

See 
The 
VIDEO

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
Kern County Water Agency
Santa Clara Valley Water District

Class 2
Alameda County Flood Control Zone 7 Water District
Alameda County Water District

Class 3 and 7
Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency
Dudley Ridge Water District

Class 8
Antelope Valley-East Kern Water Agency
Coachella Valley Water District
Crestline-Lake Arrowhead Water Agency
Mojave Water Agency

San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District
San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District
Desert Water Agency
San Gorgonio Pass Water Agency
Palmdale Water District

Delta Conveyance Design &  
Construction Authority (DCA)

The DCA is a joint powers authority created by 16 California public water agencies to assist with the design 
and construction of a modernized Delta Conveyance Project (DCP). The DCA is currently focused on design 
and engineering needed to support environmental review and permitting. As a public agency, the DCA is 
subject to the Brown Act and the Public Records Act.

Publication Date: March 2022
Information contained in this brochure was current at the time of publication. Since the Delta Conveyance Project is a proposed project,  
it is not unusual for project elements to be refined as the process moves forward.
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UNDERSTANDING DCA’s WORK

DCA Member Agencies

See The 
VIDEO

NOTE: These maps are for discussion purposes only and are subject to change. They do not represent a decision by the Delta Conveyance Design and Construction 
Authority or California’s Department of Water Resources (DWR). Final decisions about the project will be made by DWR and will NOT be made until the concluding 
stages of the California Environmental Quality Act process.

Options for a single-tunnel proposal for the Delta Conveyance program 
Status: Environmental review process (CEQA) is underway. Draft EIR expected in 2022.

What is Delta conveyance and why is it important?Delta conveyance 
Project

Delta conveyance refers to State Water Project 
(SWP) infrastructure in the vast network of 
waterways comprising the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin Delta (Delta) that collects and moves fresh, 
clean and affordable water to homes, farms and 
businesses throughout major regions of the state 
from the Bay Area to Southern California. 

The Delta is at the center of California’s vital water 
distribution system. Two-thirds of California’s 
water originates in the Sierra Nevada Mountains as 
snowpack and eventually flows through the Delta. 
The State Water Project collects and delivers water 
from the Delta to more than 27 million Californians 
and 750,000 acres of farmland, consistent 
with water rights and applicable water quality 
requirements. The infrastructure that enables 
conveyance for California’s primary water supply is 
critical to the health of local communities and the 
success of our state’s economy.

Why is the Delta Conveyance Project needed?
Because the SWP relies on the Delta’s natural 
channels to convey water, it is vulnerable to 
earthquakes and sea level rise. Upgrading SWP 
infrastructure protects against these threats 
and secures the longevity of the SWP and the 

future reliability of SWP water supplies. DWR’s 
fundamental purpose in proposing the project is 
to develop new diversion and conveyance facilities 
in the Delta to restore and protect the reliability 
of SWP water deliveries consistent with the State’s 
Water Resilience Portfolio in a cost-effective 
manner. DWR is considering the Delta Conveyance 
Project to address sea level rise and climate 
change, minimize water supply disruption due to 
seismic risk, protect SWP water supply reliability 
and provide operational flexibility to improve 
aquatic conditions in the Delta. 

While three alternative alignments are being 
considered in DWR’s environmental review process, 
only one alignment, utilizing one tunnel, would 
potentially be chosen.

Scan the code  
to learn more  
about the project

MORE  
INFO
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* Facilities within the Eastern  
Alignment that are also part of  
the Bethany Reservoir Alternative.

DCA Information Materials Available at Local Libraries

Delta area public libraries are a valuable resource for the Delta community at 
large. Understanding limits of broadband and computer access in the region, 
DCA has provided area libraries with the following resources in print and on 
flash drives: Updated Mapbooks, SEC agendas and materials, proposed Delta 
Conveyance Project materials, including deep-dive educational videos, virtual 
tours, and other materials related to the proposed project from the DWR and 
DCA. Librarians have been briefed on these resources and materials and can 
help visitors access information as related to the proposed project.

Scan the code  
to see materials  
regarding the project

More
Info

Virtual Tours, Map Books and More Available Online

DCA has developed a map book and virtual video tours of the proposed Delta 
Conveyance Project Alignment options that were submitted to the DWR for 
environmental analysis: the Eastern Alternative Alignment, Central Alternative 
Alignment, and Bethany Alternative Alignment. Visit the DCA website and 
YouTube channel to get the information about the placement and approximate 
sizes of the proposed components of the proposed Delta Conveyance Project.

Scan the code to see virtual 
tours of the Delta. Virtual 
tours are also available in 
Spanish and Cantonese.

See The 
Videos

Links and resources

Latest Map Book of Proposed Alignment  
Alternatives 
https://www.dcdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Mapbook_
January2022.pdf 

Virtual Tours Videos
https://tinyurl.com/DCAVirtualTours

Stakeholder Engagement Committee Member  
questions and responses
https://www.dcdca.org/info-center/q-a-library/

Stakeholder Engagement Committee (SEC)  
Meeting Videos 
https://tinyurl.com/DCASECMeetings
NOTE: Information presented may be refined as meetings progress 
due to refinements made to conceptual plans based on stakeholder 
feedback, design changes intended to reduce anticipated effects,  
in light of new information, etc.

All Stakeholder Engagement Committee Meeting 
Materials, by year and month of meeting
https://www.dcdca.org/meetings/#engagement-committee-meetings

From DCA (dcdca.org)

Contact Us: 888-853-8486 | info@dcdca.org

General Information page 
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/State-Water-Project/Delta-
Conveyance

Sign-up for updates
https://tinyurl.com/DWRUpdates

“Deep Dive”  Videos
Videos on a variety of topics ranging from the State Water  
Project to Water Allocations to Soil Investigations
https://tinyurl.com/DWRdeepdive

Additional Information and Resources 
https://tinyurl.com/DCAPublicInfo

Questions and Additional Information 
deltaconveyance@water.ca.gov | 1-866-924-9955

From Department of Water Resources
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For questions AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:



Ratner Property Management
Investment Overview Brochure

C O M P A N Y
Ratner Property Management is a leading real estate investment and management company, with over $250,000,000 of 
assets. Founded by Alex Ratner in 1916, we are now the fourth generation operating what is now a highly-diversified full 
service real estate organization across all asset classes.
RPM has an additional $150,000,000 of assets under management for third party owners. Being a management company 
gives us a perspective from the operations side in addition to the ownership side. This allows us to analyze investments 
from the operational side in addition to the financial side. We know what issues to look for when qualifying a deal. We also 
have the resources and the staff to manage our assets in house, and are therefore running a tighter ship. 
While our company has grown by capturing the opportunities in an ever changing real estate environment, our underlying 
investment approach and philosophy have remained the same. We buy undervalued properties with strong fundamentals 
and create value through rehab, repositioning, and superior management.
Overlooked assets that produce positive cash flow and will appreciate over time are core to our strategy. With a long-term 
focus, we are interested in stability and longevity over short-term gains. Our guiding principle is to look for intrinsic value; 
we do so by first looking at property on a stand-alone basis and then we examine the creditworthiness and strength of the 
current rents and mix of tenants. We believe that “experience is the best teacher” and with our long history and portfolio 
size, RPM has some powerful advantages when it comes to underwriting an investment.

I N V E S T M E N T  S T R A T E G Y
As long-term investors, we acquire properties that we believe to be safe, secure, and will retain value. We enjoy positive 
cash flow, with additional upside generated through a cash-out refinance, as opposed to selling early and generating tax 
liability without increasing net worth. 
This is an approach that has worked very successfully for our family for close to a century in the real estate business. We 
consider the properties we purchase to be similar to blue chips and bonds, and look for safe and stable assets to include 
in our portfolio.

T R A C K  R E C O R D
In 2010, we accepted outside investors to invest alongside us and are seeking investors who share the same characteristics as we 
do. Namely, a belief that undervalued properties with a long-term focus provides the surest path to building steady and passive 
income.
Since opening up to outside investors our investment portfolio has continued to perform very well and we are pleased 
that our new partners have been able to participate with us in this terrific asset class. We look forward to a long-term and 
mutually successful partnership.Below are our recent investments and their corresponding performance. 
• Over $19 million in Sales • 192% Average Property Income Increase
• Over $38 million in Equity • 230% Average Equity Return
• Over $18 million in Dividends 

A D O M  R A T N E R  S T A U B E R ,  P R I N C I P A L 
Adom is responsible for property management, construction management, and dispositions of all 
properties. Adom has developed over 350,000 square feet of industrial warehouse from the ground up 
and has acquired over $50,000,000 in assets. Adom has been in the business since he was 16 and learnt 
the trade with hands on experience at the teaching of his grandfather, who had been in the business 
since the early 20th century. Adom’s most important skill, that can’t be taught at any college, is how to 
deal with people. Adom learnt early on that corporations pay the rent, but real people sign leases and 
make decisions. His people skills are what set him apart from the rest and what is the key to his success in 
keeping buildings occupied and profitable. 
Areas of Expertise: Property Acquisitions and Dispositions, Asset Management, Leasing, Investor Relations, Financial 
Analysis, Property Brokerage

L E A D E R S H I PO V E R V I E W

S H A Y A  S T A U B E R ,  P R I N C I P A L 
Shaya is responsible for acquisitions, finance and oversight of the day to day operations, of all properties. 
Shaya has acquired and financed over $50,000,000. Shaya learned over the years that a good purchase 
goes beyond the numbers on a piece of paper. A good property is dependent on the physical condition, 
location and tenant base. Numbers can be manipulated, but the property speaks for itself.

Shaya received his B.A. from the University of Southern California.
Areas of Expertise: Property Acquisitions and Dispositions, Asset Management, Leasing, Investor Relations, Financial 
Analysis, Property Brokerage

4181 Sunswept Drive, First Floor  
Studio City, CA 91604 
Tel 818.767.4750 
Fax 818.767.4745 
www.RatnerPM.com

S E I Z I N G  T H E  O P P O R T U N I T Y
1534 15th Street is a nine unit apartment building that was listed for sale, and was available to the public. As there is always 
high demand for both the property type and Santa Monica location, this was clearly a deal that would sell immediately. 

Ratner spotted the 15th Street property the moment it hit the market through their daily rigorous combing of real estate websites.

The investment firm quickly reached to out the listing agent and established a friendly rapport that set the tone for a 
mutually beneficial working relationship. As always, they allowed the listing agent to represent Ratner and receive a double 
commission. When the owner was made aware of Ratners experience and reputation in the real estate community, he 
accepted their favorable terms of an all-cash, quick close. These tactics built trust with the agent and the owner alike, allowing 
Ratner to secure the property the same day it was listed.

A D D I N G  V A L U E
Ratner had a vision for the property. They set out to maximize the value of the Class C building to match the growing 
neighborhood they were intimately familiar with. They liked that it was adjacent to the popular Southern California Tech 
headquarters known as Silicon Beach and the firm had prior knowledge that it was centrally located just two blocks away 
from a future subway stop. It was clear to them the building would appeal to tech employees and commuters among a wide 
variety of tenants.

With their target rental demographic in mind, the group hired a well-known interior designer to help them bring their vision 
to life. They completely remodeled the interior of the first unit with lavish, upscale materials and upgraded and improved the 
exterior and common areas. 

Understanding that older buildings in Santa Monica were not often updated, and newer buildings demanded much higher 
rent, Ratner successfully created a new market with 15th street, offering mid-level rent in an attractive, quality building. 

The firm then launched a full-scale marketing campaign, using professional photography to highlight the property’s new look.

A C H I E V I N G  R E S U L T S
As expected, the marketing strategy worked to a tee. The unique positioning created high demand, allowing them to fill units 
almost immediately.

Ratner achieved a 25% premium over market rents and attracted a higher quality tenant than would otherwise have shown 
interest. Ratner also ensured the base rent would be at the high enough level, as Santa Monica is rent controlled and the city 
only allows small annual increases.

Having increased the income and decreased expenses, Ratner has made 15th street significantly more profitable. The property 
value has increased to over $4,500,000 since the purchase, yielding investors a 297% gain in their equity. Ratner continues 
to make the initially projected distributions to investors while generating additional capital to make prudent reinvestments 
in the building.

C A S E  S T U D Y  1 :

1 5 3 4  1 5 T H  S T R E E T 
S A N T A  M O N I C A ,  C A L I F O R N I A

•  Purchase Price: $2,200,000

•  Purchase Date: 10/1/12

•  Total Cost: $2,300,000

•  Original Equity: $870,000

•  Original Loan: $1,430,000

•  Value: $4,500,000 

D E A L  H I G H L I G H T S

•  Gross Income at Purchase: $174,852

•  Current Gross Income: $216,432 

•  Current Net Income: $80,041 

•  Equity Return: 297.91%

•  Average Return: 66.20%

•  New Loan: $2,150,000

•  Equity: $2,477,216

•  Dividends: $984,612 

•  Improvements: Remodeled interior of first unit, 
exterior and common area improvements

I N V E S T M E N T  O V E R V I E W  B R O C H U R E



California Society of Tax Consultants
Membership Brochure

WHY CSTC?

The California Society of Tax Consultants, 
Inc. (CSTC), a nonprofi t organization for 
the benefi t of tax professionals, delivers 
quality education and other benefi ts 
throughout California since 1966. 
Programs cover a wide spectrum of tax 
topics that are approved for CTEC, EA 
& CPA credit. CSTC members receive 
discounts on events. Non-members are 
welcome to attend any of the meetings, 
seminars, subscribe to our newsletter, etc.

Members include:

• Enrolled Agents

• Accountants/CPAs

• CA Registered Tax Preparers 

• Attorneys 

• Bookkeepers  

• Fiduciaries and more

CSTC focuses on three core objectives: 
offering quality educational programming; 
promoting regular networking 
opportunities for tax professionals; and 
sustaining a strong chapter network for 
delivering CSTC services at the local level. 
Our goal is for tax professionals to thrive 
in the industry. 

EDUCATION
Keep abreast of tax laws with our 
professional education monthly meetings, 
seminars, workshops or a basic 60-hour tax 
course. We also offer tune-up workshops 
just prior to tax season. Education is 
discounted for members and is offered in 
locations throughout California. 

• Approved education provider by the 
IRS, California Tax Education Council 
(CTEC) and the California State Board 
of Accountancy. 

• More than 300 hours of approved 
educational programming annually 
through online courses, Society 
sponsored symposiums and 
workshops, and local chapter learning 
networks.  

• Instruction by the tax industry’s top 
professionals covering topics such as 
representation, bankruptcy, individual 
taxation, estates and trusts, business 
entities, and much more.  

• A complete listing of CSTC educational 
events can be found at www.cstcsociety.
org/education-offered-by-cstc

CSTC is dedicated to maximizing 
your educational investment, and our 
training has benefi tted thousands of tax 
professionals. We can do the same for you.   

NETWORKING
Receive assistance from other tax 
professionals with: researching tax laws, 
dealing with IRS, FTB, CDTFA and EDD 
issues, practice management techniques 
to expand your business, professional 
assistance in selecting library, software & 
hardware products

• Regular networking opportunities, 
ranging from statewide gatherings to 
local chapter meetings. 

• The tax industry gathers at CSTC 
events to share prior successes, discuss 
current problems and apply prior 
experiences to tax issues faced by 
other practitioners. 

• Gain a broader perspective of the 
industry by networking with other tax 
professionals.

• Chapter learning networks across 
California offer monthly networking 
opportunities on the local level. 

LOCAL CHAPTER NETWORKS
With 15 chapters statewide, CSTC is always 
offering education in your area. Local chapter 
events are also a fantastic time to network with 
other people in your profession.

• Great for sole practitioners and those working 
with a larger fi rm.

• Chapters act as a powerful sounding board 
for your practice. 

• Quality educational programming at the local 
level through monthly meetings and full- and 
half-day workshops and seminars.

• In some regions, breakfast and luncheon 
meetings offering CE credits while you get the 
answers you need from other practitioners.

• Affi liated State Organization of the National 
Society of Accountants.

Visit www.cstcsociety.org/chapters for a complete 
listing of CSTC chapters and fi nd the one nearest 
to you.

HOW TO BECOME A PART OF CSTC
Quality educational programming, exceptional 
networking opportunities and active local 
chapters are all reasons why every California 
tax professional should be a CSTC member.  
Need more reasons?  You can learn more about 
CSTC by visiting www.cstcsociety.org, by calling 
the CSTC offi ce directly at (949) 715-4192, or 
sending an email to info@cstcsociety.org

READY TO JOIN? 
Fill out an online membership application today 
at www.cstcsociety.org/membership-information

MEMBER BENEFITS
To promote professionalism 
by providing quality 
educational events for tax 
professionals, creating and 
encouraging networking 
opportunities for members 
and advocating professional 
standards and positions 
within the tax industry.

ü Savings on all Society 
Educational Events

ü Savings on Contact, 
Correspondence & Self 
Study Education

ü Savings on Tax Resource 
Books, Software, 
Information & Services 
through group purchasing 
with The Tax Book and 
Wolters Kluwer/CCH 
Publications

ü CSTC Connects 
(previously Yellow 
Pages) list

ü VeriFlye Pro! Free to 
members of CSTC. Visit 
our website for more 
information. 

ü Savings on ADP services
ü Online CSTC Find-a-Tax 

Consultant search to help 
promote your business!

ü CSTC Membership 
Listserv

ü The Reporter, a 
bi-monthly e-Newsletter 
publication.

ü Updates from the IRS

INNOVATION, RESOURCES AND EDUCATION
FOR TAX PROFESSIONALS

65 ENTERPRISE, ALISO VIEJO, CA 92656
TELEPHONE 949-715-4192 • FAX 949-715-6931 •INFO@CSTCSOCIETY.ORG

WWW.CSTCSOCIETY.ORG



AVA Little Tokyo
Brochure



Schumacher Secure
Brochure



Lunghi Media Group
Real Estate Brochure

CLASSIC FRENCH COUNTRY DESIGN • 2770+ SF • 5 BEDROOMS • 3 BATHROOMS

Large Family Home in Sought After, 
Desirable San Mateo Park
Wait until you see this! In sought after, desirable San Mateo Park lies this fantastic large family home 
with 5 bedrooms and 3 full bathrooms which includes the Master Suite plus huge sun filled office that 
can be a 6th bedroom or family room. Classic French country design immediately draws you in as you 
approach the front porch set in an arched opening. Through the front door you are instantly greeted 
by an elegant foyer boasting refinished rich wood floors that graciously guide you through the central 
floor plan that includes a formal living room with fireplace, large formal dining room, gourmet kitchen 
with center island and breakfast nook. On beautiful warm days savor in entertaining friends and family 
while opening all the double French doors from the kitchen, dining room and living room on to the brick 
patio creating an indoor/outdoor experience for all to enjoy. The main level is complete with the master 
suite, two guest bedrooms and full guest bathroom plus laundry room. The second level combines two 
additional bedrooms with full bathroom and large office and or family room or sixth bedroom. Elegant 
brick patios and pathways plus 2 car garage with new epoxy custom floor. A total of nine rooms plus 
basement and over 3700 of finished and unfinished sqft. means there’s plenty of space for the whole 
family to enjoy. Topping it all off by being centrally located truly makes this exactly what you have been 
looking for to call... HOME.

$2,767,000

16 W. SANTA INEZ 
2770+ SF • 5 BEDROOMS • 3 BATHROOMS

$2,767,000

16 W. SANTA INEZ AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA 

Dan Gilmartin 
330 Primrose Rd. Suite 512
Burlingame, CA 94010
phone: 650.348.2020 
cell: 650.796.3971
BRE:  01220872
Broker: 0061705



California Dialysis Council
2022 Conference Brochure

AGENDA
We are pleased to invite you to our  

40th Annual Educational Conference to be held  
September 8-10, 2022 in Rancho Mirage, CA

Thursday, Sept. 8, 2022

4:00 pm – 5:30 pm
Early Check In/Registration

6:00 pm – 7:00 pm 
Welcome Reception

Friday, Sept. 9, 2022

7:00 am – 8:00 am
Breakfast with Exhibitors – 
Registration

8:00 am – 8:15 am
Opening/Welcome
Maria Garcia, CDC President

8:15 am - 9:00 am
Psychological First Aid and Self 
Care for Medical Staff
Yoli McGlinchey, Emergency Services 
Manager, City of Santa Barbara

An overview of Psychological First Aid (PFA) 
and self-care to give you the tools recognize 
the signs of stress. Including how to recognize 
compassion fatigue and what steps you can 
take to make sure you, your staff, clients and 
family are safe. This presentation is not meant 
to teach you to be a counselor, but how to set 
up a support system to enable you and your 
staff to be safe during stressful times. The 
presentation will give you helpful tips on what 
you can do to care for yourself, staff, clients 
and your family.

9:00 am – 10:00 am
Health Outcome Disparities  
& Implicit Bias
Keith Norris, MD, Professor and the Executive 
Vice Chair for Equity, Diversity and Inclusion 
in the Department of Medicine at the UCLA 
David Geffen School of Medicine

10:00 am – 10:30 am
BREAK with Exhibitors

10:30 am – 11:30 am
Business Continuity Planning
Nora O’Brien, Connect Consulting

11:30 am – 12:30 pm
CDPH Update: Vision for the 
Future

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm
Lunch with Exhibitors

1:30 pm – 2:30 pm
Improving Patient Activation
Wael Hussein, MD, Satellite Healthcare

2:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Nutritional Management of Kidney 
Disease and How Dietary Habits 
Affect Outcomes
Kamyar Kalantar-Zadeh, MD, Professor of 
Medicine, UC Irvine Division of Nephrology

3:30 pm – 4:00 pm
BREAK with Exhibitors

4:00 pm – 5:30 pm
Combined CEO/CMO Panel
Moderated by Raffi Minasian, MD

CDC has combined the CEO and CMO 
panelist will share a wide range of opinions 
about what’s happening in the ESRD 
community and issues that are affecting 
your facilities. Moderator Raffi Minasian, 
MD, is a practicing nephrologist in the Los 
Angeles area. He will lead the discussion 
and call upon the audience to ask questions 
during the 15-minute Q&A session at the 
end. Panelists include Dinesh Chatoth, MD, 
Fresenius Medical Care, Paige Hosler, Davita, 
Doug Johnson, MD, Dialysis Clinic, Inc (DCI), 
Brigette Schiller, MD, Satellite Healthcare, and 
Cameron Thompson, US Renal Care.

6:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Join CDC in Celebrating 40 Years 
at our Friday evening reception

Saturday, Sept. 10, 2022

8:00 am – 9:00 am
Breakfast with Exhibitors 

9:00 am – 9:15 am
Opening Remarks
Maria Garcia, CDC President

Find out what’s happening at the California 
Dialysis Council. Meet the 2022 Board of 
Directors and hear about a few of the new 
initiatives they are working on.

9:15 am – 10:00 am
Legislative Update 2022
Michael Arnold, M J Arnold & Associates, 
CDC Legislative Advocate 
and Kristy Foy, Legislative Advocate/Legal 
Counsel, Arnold & Associates

10:15 am – 11:15 am
Strategies for Coping with Mental 
Fatigue, a Fireside Chat 
hosted by Lori Hartwell, RSN;  
panelists include Felicia Speed, Phd, LMSW; 
Anne Pugh, MSW, LCSW; and Marc Burling, 
dialysis patient advocate

We have all heard the saying, “I Can’t Adult 
Today.” Yet, somehow we are able to still 
move forward in our daily lives with our 
families, our patients, our friends and our 
colleagues. Join us in this fireside chat 
with two seasoned social workers and a 
community comrade living with dialysis. 
This chat will be hosted by Lori Hartwell, 
Founder of Renal Support Network. The 
group will take a deeper dive into why 
caring for your mental health and emotional 
well-being is so important. The discussion 
will address mechanisms to deal with stress, 
particularly from the challenges of Covid 19, 
grief, communication, and anxiety. They will 
touch on how you as care team members 
can cope with pressure and compassion 
fatigue in order to help patients and their 
families through stressful and uncertain 
circumstances.  

11:15 am – 12:00 pm
Overcoming Challenges in the 
Transplant Referral Process (TBD)

12:00 pm 
Conference Concludes

Register online at www.californiadialysis.org

ACCREDITATION: THE CALIFORNIA DIALYSIS COUNCIL IS APPROVED BY 
THE CALIFORNIA BOARD OF REGISTERED NURSING (#6068)
Full Conference: 12 contact hours

• Friday only: 9 contact hours

• Saturday only: 3 contact hours (subject to change)

ACCREDITATION: APPROVAL PENDING BY THE COMMISSION ON 
DIETETIC REGISTRATION (#CDR222)
Full Conference: 10 contact hours

• Friday only: 8 contact hours

• Saturday only: 2 contact hours

ACCREDITATION APPROVAL PENDING FROM THE NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS

MEETING INFORMATION
The California Dialysis Council is delighted to offer registration for our 40th 
Annual Educational Conference.

Our Rancho Mirage venue is the beautiful and luxurious Omni Rancho 
Las Palmas Resort & Spa. The hotel has abundant amenities including 27 
holes of championship golf, three restaurants, two pools, “Splashtopia” 
featuring a 425-foot lazy river and two 100-foot waterslide, 24 tennis 
courts and a world class spa with more than 50 treatments. Located 
directly across the street is “The River” with numerous restaurants, a 
movie theater, shops and more.

Back by Popular Demand – CDC will be offering a conference app! Be sure 
to check the website and your email for updates about how to download 
and navigate the app! It’s very easy and all the infor-mation you need will 
be right at your fingertips including: Hotel Map, Program Agenda, Exhibitor 
Map, Sponsor Details, Speaker Presentations, and even in-app messaging so 
you can meet up with your colleagues. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to 
get more than just education credits from your con-ference experience!

A block of hotel rooms has been reserved for attendees at the Omni Rancho 
Las Palmas Resort & Spa at a room rate of $189 for a single/double (plus 
taxes and fees).  Reservations must be made before August 5, 2022 to 
guarantee space and rate. Individual reservations can be made by call-ing 
the hotel at 1-800-THE OMNI (1-800- 843-6664). To receive the established 
group rate, you must specify you are attending the California Dialysis 
Council conference when making reservations.  

40TH ANNUAL  
EDUCATION CONFERENCE 

SEPT. 8-10, 2022 
OMNI RANCHO LAS PALMAS 
RESORT & SPA

Please plan accordingly.  Regulations require full day 
attendance. Only full day attendance certificates will 
be issued and not before the end of the last session on 
Saturday. All Friday Only attendees will receive their 
certificates by mail within 30 days following the event.  
For more information call (714) 632-8379 or email  
mail@californiadialysis.org.

Cancellation Policy: Fees for registration  
cannot be refunded after July 31, 2022.

8:00 am – 12:30 pm
Social Worker Breakout Session

Only $125 for half day registration for the 
Social Worker Breakout Session. Speakers 
include Vernon Silva, MSW, LCSW, Anne 
Pugh, MSW, LCSW, and Lori Hartwell, 
Founder Renal Support Network

PO Box 10, Manahattan Beach, CA 90267

Presorted 
First Class

US Postage 
PAID

Anaheim, CA
Permit #815

REGISTRATION FORM or Register Online at www.californiadialysis.org 
For additional registrations, photocopy this form. Please print clearly. Provide name and facility information as you wish it to appear on your badge.

Name   Nickname for Badge  

Job Title  

Facility/Company  

Address  

City   State    Zip  

Daytime Phone   Daytime Fax  

Email   Professional License #   
                               (Required to send reservation confirmation)                                                                                        (for Contact Hours)

EARLY CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
(Received prior to July 31, 2022)

  Full Conference  Friday Only

CDC Member   ¨ $350  ¨ $300

Non-Member   ¨ $375  ¨ $325

CHTs and Students   ¨ $200  ¨ $150

Social Worker Breakout Session Only    ¨ $125

LATE OR ON-SITE REGISTRATION  
(Received prior on or after July 31, 2022)

  Full Conference Friday Only

CDC Member   ¨ $375  ¨ $325

Non-Member   ¨ $400  ¨ $350

CHTs and Students   ¨ $225  ¨ $175

Social Worker Breakout Session Only    ¨ $150

Total Enclosed  

Send registration form  
with check payable to:

California Dialysis Council 
PO Box 10 
Manahattan Beach, CA 90267

Phone: 714-632-8379 
Fax: 714-632-5405  
Email: andrea@californiadialysis.org

Want to pay by credit card?  
Register online at www.californiadialysis.org

Cancellation Policy: Fees for registration cannot 
be refunded after July 31, 2022. Cancellations can 
be done over the phone or by sending an email to 
andrea@californiadialysis.org.

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS: 
FORGING THE FUTURE TOGETHER
SEPTEMBER 8-10, 2022
OMNI RANCHO LAS PALMAS RESORT & SPA 
41000 BOB HOPE DRIVE, RANCHO MIRAGE, CA

41000 Bob Hope Drive 
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270  
Reservations: 1-800-THE-OMNI 
(Please reference the California Dialysis Council)  

40TH ANNUAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE 

SEPTEMBER 8-10, 2022 
OMNI RANCHO LAS PALMAS RESORT & SPA



Covina-Valley Unified School District
Report to the Community Design. The focus of this project was to redesign the District’s annual Report to the Community (the school district’s 
version of an annual report) to reflect the new branding and the District’s focus on a current, modernized approach to education while still 
connecting to the traditions of its past.
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Message from the Superintendent
Dear Covina-Valley Community, 

For more than a century, Covina-Valley 
Unified School District has served the 
communities of Covina, West Covina, 
Glendora, San Dimas, and Irwindale. Our 
vision, “Educational Excellence for Every 
Student, Every Day,” is our guiding light 
as we prepare our students for continued 
academic and personal success.

This goal has become even more relevant 
over the last two years as we have faced 
academic disruptions and uncertainty 
arising from the pandemic. Remembering 
our District vision has helped keep our 
focus on our students’ continued growth 
and development. 

C-VUSD is proud of how the students and 
staff across our 17 campuses reintegrated 
into a classroom environment after a year 
of distance learning. We have focused 
on fostering student engagement 
and learning inside and outside the 
classroom through academically enriching 
experiences that will stay with them 
through life, including dual-language 
immersion programs, computer science, 
athletics, arts, and career technical 
education pathways. 

We pride ourselves on maintaining a 
“small district culture,” where teachers 
and administrators know students by 
name and offer personalized services, 

where students develop deep connections 
with one another, and where we provide 
innovative programs tailored to our diverse 
student body.

During the 2021-22 school year, our 
student-focused approach led to many 
of our elementary schools receiving top 
rankings by U.S. News & World Report, all 
of our middle schools being redesignated 
as California Schools to Watch, the District 
being named to the Digital Promise 
League of Innovative Schools, and all of 
our schools receiving a California Pivotal 
Practice Award.

Our District’s innovation and commitment 
leads directly to student success - C-VUSD 
boasts one of the highest A-G completion 
rates in the state and our graduates 
have gone on to some of the nation’s top 
universities.

On behalf of the Board of Education, we 
would like to thank our staff, parents, and 
community partners for your commitment 
to our students. Your dedication is critical 
to ensuring that each one receives 
educational excellence every day.

Sincerely,

Dr. Elizabeth Eminhizer 
Superintendent,  
Covina-Valley Unified School District  

C-VUSD Teacher of the 
Year, Julie Calderwood, 
exemplifies the talent and 
commitment of teachers 
who go above and beyond 
every day to build a strong 
foundation for their students 
and establish a sense of 
community for parents.

(Left) C-VUSD Teacher of the Year, Julie Calderwood, 
works with a student in the preschool deaf and hard of 
hearing program.

C-VUSD Teacher of the Year

OUR VISION
Every student will be able to communicate reasoning, 
collaborate, demonstrate critical thinking, and creatively 
problem-solve in every classroom.

OUR MISSION 
Educational Excellence for 
Every Student, Every Day

BOARD OF EDUCATION

Rachael Robles, President 
TRUSTEE AREA 2

Sue L. Maulucci, Vice President 
TRUSTEE AREA 1

Gary C. Rodriguez, Clerk 
TRUSTEE AREA 4

Maria M. Caceres, Member 
TRUSTEE AREA 5

Maria E. Cruz, Member 
TRUSTEE AREA 3

Dr. Elizabeth Eminhizer, 
Superintendent

Covina-Valley Unified elementary schools have been 
recognized among the top-performing California 
public schools in the state, according to U.S. News & 
World Report’s 2022 “Best K-8 Schools” rankings. 

U.S. News & World Report’s inaugural K-8 rankings 
draw from U.S. Department of Education data on 
student proficiency and performance in mathematics 
and reading. The publication analyzed student 
assessment data from the 2018-19 school year and 
considered the results in the context of  
socioeconomic demographics.

Additionally, C-VUSD was ranked among the top five 
districts in the state by the California Reading Coalition 
for effectiveness in teaching reading by third grade.

C-VUSD Elementary 
Schools Named  
‘Best K-8 Schools’

(Right) Kindergarteners work on their writing skills at 
Mesa Elementary School.
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EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

The breadth of Covina-Valley Unified’s impact 
on students in Southern California is far-
reaching, with nine elementary schools, three 
middle schools, three comprehensive high 
schools, a continuation school, and an online 
school—as well as preschool, transitional 
kindergarten, and adult education programs. 
C-VUSD currently serves more than 11,000 
students and is home to one of the most robust 
alumni communities in the San Gabriel Valley.

Driven by the District’s core belief that 
every student deserves excellence every 
day, C-VUSD provides top-tier education 
through the collaborative efforts of the entire 
community—talented teachers, a committed 
Board of Education, dedicated administrators, 
amazing staff, parents, and generous 
community partners.

The District provides a rigorous, standards-
based education, as well as a wealth of inspiring 
programs and opportunities that encourage 
students to explore their talents and interests 
and prepare for success in their adult lives.

C-VUSD takes pride in being 
at the forefront of excellence 
in education. We wanted 
our logo to express that 
commitment, and so began a 
redesign process in early 2022.

Our new logo reflects our 
roots in tradition, our focus on 
rigor, and our commitment 
to creating pathways for all of 
our students to succeed.

Keep an eye out in the 
coming months as we roll out 
our new branding. 

A Robust Curriculum 
Provides Educational 
Excellence

Covina-Valley 
Unified School 
District Unveils 
New Logo

C-VUSD OFFERS

22
Advanced  

Placement Classes

23
Innovative  

CTE Pathways

96%+
High School  

Graduation Rate 
(exceeds state and 
county averages)

75%
of Graduates Pursue 
Higher Education at 
Both 2- and 4-year 

Colleges

International 
Baccalaureate  

Diploma Program

Award-winning 
Athletics  

and Arts Programs

Advanced Placement Capstone Program  
and Dual Enrollment College Classes
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OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES IN ARTS AND ATHLETICS

When Covina High School rising senior 
Ashley Poon first stepped into teacher 
Haijung Suh’s art class, she thought she 
would learn how to draw. She did not 
know that the experience would help 
her learn to think about the world more 
critically and enlarge her ideas about 
what she could accomplish. 

“Art teaches students to think creatively, 
expand their horizons, and step out of 
their comfort zone,” Suh said. “It teaches 
them to take some risks. When I can 
challenge a student to find creative 
solutions, it’s imperative. The world is not 
always straight and linear.”

Education in the arts connects students 
more deeply to the world around them. 
It introduces them to new perspectives, 
enabling students to develop critical 
thinking, problem-solving, collaboration, 

and innovation—skills crucial for 
succeeding in the increasingly connected 
and complex world. 

Covina-Valley Unified offers students an 
array of opportunities to explore their 
talents in music, art, theater, design, and 
digital arts. From award-winning band 
programs to studio art and professional 
theater to digital media, C-VUSD gives 
them a platform to expand their abilities 
and step out of their comfort zone—skills 
that will help them thrive in every area of 
their lives.

“When you stand back and look at 
something you’ve created, it makes you 
think about who you are and what you 
can do,” Poon said. “I’ve learned much 
more about life and myself through my 
art classes than I ever thought possible.” 

Outstanding Opportunities in the Arts Expand 
Student Horizons

Northview High School’s 
Lewis Madrigal capped his 
athletic career in Covina-Valley 
Unified by being named the 
San Gabriel Valley Area’s Male 
Athlete of the Year. A standout 
member of both the NVHS 
football and wrestling teams, 
Madrigal led them to three CIF-
SS team championships—one 
in football and two in wrestling.

Madrigal is just one of many 
outstanding athletes in 
C-VUSD. The 2021-2022 school 
year’s accomplishments 
by student-athletes across 
the District include CIF-SS 
championships for NVHS girls 
wrestling and tennis teams, 
as well as third place for the 
NVHS cheer team in Division 
3A at the CIF-SS Traditional 
Competitive Cheerleading 
Championships, USA Spirit 
Nationals, and Valle Vista 
League for Competitive Sport 

Cheerleading. Las Palmas 
Middle School also secured 
a state championship in 
wrestling, while Covina High 
boasted some of the best 
times in the state in track 
and captured the Valle Vista 
League Championship title for 
both the girls and boys track 
teams. Thirty-nine C-VUSD 
athletes signed to compete for 
top-level college teams after 
graduation.

“Winning CIF means quite a 
bit for the girls and myself,” 
Northview High Girls Varsity 
Tennis Coach Brian Rice 
said. “They exemplified what 
teamwork is and what it meant 
for all of them to work hard to 
accomplish their goals. These 
are the skills that athletes learn 
in our programs, and they 
are skills that will help them 
succeed in all areas of their 
lives.”

Top-Notch Athletics Programs 
Produce Star Student-Athletes
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PROVIDING PATHWAYS FOR STUDENT SUCCESS

Covina-Valley Unified School District has 
been awarded more than $1 million in 
funding through the A-G Completion 
Improvement Grant, advancing its efforts 
to develop comprehensive advising plans 
and programs to increase the number of 
students who have completed their A-G re-
quirements by graduation. C-VUSD boasts 
a 66.1% A-G completion rate, one of the 
best in Los Angeles County and the state.

The A-G requirements are the required 
courses California students must com-
plete to gain admission to the University of 
California (UC) and California State Univer-
sity (CSU) systems. Students must com-
plete 15 year-long high school courses—11 
completed before their last year—with a 
2.5 GPA or higher for the CSU system and 
a 3.0 GPA or higher for the UC system. 

The grant funding, delivered through the 
California Education Budget Trailer Bill, 
will support the District’s goals of creating 
a comprehensive college roadmap and 
calendar for middle and high school 
students, expanding the number of 
tutoring opportunities and summer 
school A-G course offerings, and ensuring 
low-income and underrepresented 
students have equitable access to the 
District’s most academically intense high 
school programs.

“The A-G course curriculum is a critical 
component for students to gain 
admission to the University of California 
and California State University schools,” 
Director of Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Julie Harrison said. “This funding 
will greatly assist our efforts to provide 
teachers, administrators, and counselors 
with professional development 
opportunities to improve the District’s A-G 
completion rate.”

Covina-Valley Unified’s plans for the A-G 
Completion Improvement Grant funding 
are aligned with the District’s Learning 
Continuity Plan and Goal 1 of the Local 
Control and Accountability Plan, which 
aims explicitly to bolster A-G completion 
among students and help them 
remediate A-G coursework.  

C-VUSD Receives 
More Than $1 Million 
in Grant Funding for 
Outstanding A-G Rates

(Left) C-VUSD’s new metal 
fabrication pathway allows 

students to earn industry-level 
certifications in high school.

(Right) South Hills  
students prepare for  

careers in the  
culinary arts.

C-VUSD Offers  
Students Innovative  
Career Technical  
Education (CTE) Opportunities 
Covina-Valley Unified offers 23 robust CTE pathways that  
prepare students for college and careers so that they are  
future-ready as soon as they graduate high school. 

Through an innovative partnership with PBS News Hour, students in 
Northview High School’s Viking Vision pathway have the opportunity to 
report on events in their community and see their work aired for an audience 
in the millions. The program helps students build skills in digital media using 
state-of-the-art equipment, launching many into careers in television, film, 
and journalism.

Students in the Patient Care pathway at Covina, South Hills, and Northview 
high schools are trained in a range of hands-on medical skills, preparing them 
to receive industry-recognized certification as medical assistants by the time 
they graduate high school.

In Covina High School’s Animal Science pathway, students get hands-on 
experience caring for animals at the school’s farm, laying the groundwork for 
them to study veterinary medicine in college.

The District has expanded its metal fabrication pathway with a new capstone 
course that allows students to earn industry-level certifications while in high 
school. Capstone students receive instruction from award-winning metal 
fabricator Aaron Iha, combining technology with practical application in 
design and fabrication. In addition, they have the opportunity to operate state-
of-the-art equipment such as a 3D printer, laser cutter, and high-end power 
tools to gain hands-on, real-world training in the metal fabrication industry. 

C-VUSD students also have the opportunity for deep practice in the process 
that fabricators and engineers follow — observe, hypothesize, question, 
experiment with designs, and draw conclusions — allowing them to develop 
skills integral to success in college and career.

Covina-Valley’s CTE pathways allow students to explore exciting career paths 
and gain valuable skills in programs from agriculture to the arts, business to 
building trades, medicine to manufacturing, and more.
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Yolanda and Luis, SPLA – Vanowen

Yolanda (70) and her husband Luis (68) lost their 
housing earlier this year when Luis was out of work 
and Yolanda could not afford to pay their rent on her 
income alone.

Yolanda and Luis enrolled in 
Safe Parking LA in February 
2021. Shortly after enrolling, 
they began experiencing 
car problems. With case 
management support and 
financial assistance from 
Safe Parking LA, Yolanda and 
Luis resolved their vehicle 
issues allowing Yolanda to 
get to work safely. Their 
case manager also helped 
the senior couple to identify 
a suitable retirement community and submit an 
application. In May 2021, their application was 
accepted and, with move-in assistance from Safe 
Parking LA, Yolanda and Luis transitioned into their 
new home.

People would shine 
lights in my car 
to look inside my 
car. Safe Parking 
LA was a big help. 
I no longer felt 
scared with security 
watching over me. I 
finally felt safe.”

- YOLANDA

CLIENT SUCCESS STORIES2020-2021 REPORT  |  JULY 2020 – JUNE 2021

Iraj, SPLA – Vanowen

Iraj, a 71-year-old engineer, has been 
experiencing homelessness on and off for 
the last 7 years. He stated that he had been 
struggling to recover from a difficult divorce 
and several health issues. Getting back on his 
feet has been especially challenging as Iraj’s 
green card was revoked during the divorce, 
leaving him unable to collect SSI. 

When he enrolled in Safe Parking LA in March 
2021, Araj’s life was cluttered. His vehicle was 
non-compliant and had not been maintained. 
Above all, he was discouraged and lacked 
motivation. Through regular meetings with 
his case manager, they began setting and 
accomplishing small goals. Together, they 
brought his vehicle to full legal compliance 
and linked up with a legal aid group for his 
green card renewal. With each met goal, Iraj’s 
confidence and motivation grew. In June 
2021, Iraj was accepted into the Tiny Homes 
Community in Reseda where he will continue 
working on his goals towards permanent 
housing.

If I was younger,  
I could take care of 
myself, but at 70, it 
is difficult. Changed 
my life. If I didn’t go 
to Tiny Homes this 
summer, maybe I 
would have died in 
the car because it 
was so hot. Saved 
my life.”  - IRAJ

Rodney (51) and his younger brother, Tennell (32), both 
on disability, enrolled with Safe Parking LA in June 
2021. Their car was in serious disrepair and out of 
compliance. Living on a very limited income, they were 
unable to address their vehicle issues on their own.

With support from Safe 
Parking LA’s case management 
team, Rodney and Tennell’s 
vehicle was brought up to full 
legal compliance. They also 
received support to identify 
affordable housing and move-
in assistance from Safe Parking 
LA, and transitioned into their 
new apartment in October 
2020. Rodney described the 
process of working with Safe 
Parking LA as “...if the fallen 
dominoes were being lifted 
and the momentum had finally 
shifted in the other direction.” 

Safe Parking LA 
helped us through 
a bad situation. 
We were out 
there. But God 
came through, 
you came 
through, and 
now we have an 
apartment.”

- RODNEY

Rodney and Tennell, SPLA – Edendale
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Donations Units Received

Personal Care 9,835

Health/PPE 2,733

Clothing 696

Pet Care 262

Home & Accessories 137

Totals 13,663

Working with Safe Parking LA has been a true pleasure. I 
have learned so much about a demographic that is often 
excluded from our typical idea of homelessness: people 
experiencing vehicular homelessness. Safe Parking has truly 
included me in their community and given me a variety of 
opportunities to utilize my skills in order to make a change.”

- VIDA KEYVANFAR, SERVE THE MOMENT

603
INTERN  
TOTAL HOURS:

Case Management Outcomes

316
Developed Housing Stability Plans

58
Gained Employment/Benefits

512
COVID-19 Health Referrals/Screenings

1,500+
COVID-19 Hygiene Kits/Food Support

40%
Exited into Housing
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Joseph, Safe Parking LA – National

Joseph is a 35-year-old father of four who 
enrolled in Safe Parking in December 2020. Joseph 
became homeless after a difficult separation from 
his partner. Despite having custody of his children, 
he felt he had no choice but to send them away 
while he lived out of his vehicle.

With the help of his case manager, Joseph was 
able to resolve ongoing legal issues, reduce his 
debt, and identify an apartment unit that was 
affordable and spacious enough for his children. 
Safe Parking LA provided Joseph with move-in 
assistance to which he responded, “This gives 
me an opportunity to provide more clothes for 
my kids…new school supplies for my son.” Joseph 
moved into his apartment in March 2021.

Safe Parking LA 
kept me off the 
streets,  
and helped me 
to stay safe at 
night. My kids are 
doing a lot better 
now that I have 
a place to stay, 
thanks to Safe 
Parking LA.”

- JOSEPH

Client Financial Assistance

Vehicle Assistance $79,526.31 

Housing Assistance $27,057.83 

Other Barrier Assistance $5,756.55 

Total $112,340.69 
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Age Range

Under 5 5 - 12 13 - 17 18 - 24 25 - 34 35 - 44 45 - 54 55 - 61 62+ No  
Answer

2 1 1

20

70 72
78

63

83

2

Gender

 59.44% – Male

 36.48% – Female

 2.55% – Trans 

 1.28% – No Answer 

 0.26% – Gender Non-Conforming

 44.64% – White

 33.93% – Black

 11.22% – No Answer

 4.85% - Asian 

 4.00% - Hispanic

 3.06% – Multiple Races

 1.53% – American Indian  
or Alaska Native 

 0.77% – Native Hawaiian  
or Other Pacific Islander

Race

26%
No Income/ 

Client  
Refused

74%
Income  
(Wages/ 

Mainstream  
Benefits)

Income

395TOTAL  
ENROLLED:
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Ira CohenSteven Breuer Pat CohenJesse Creed

Nancy Hammerman Gregory KushnerGary Cohn

Susie Shannon Charline Sistrunk

The Board

Paula Van Ness Tim WilsonOctavio Solorio

Victor Hinderliter

Robert Norris Scott Sale

A Message from Scott Sale, Co-Founder

As one of the three founders of Safe Parking LA, 
along with Pat and Ira Cohen, I am thrilled to be a 
member of the Safe Parking LA Board! 

This year, Safe Parking LA has welcomed several new 
board members who bring significant talent and 
wisdom to our leadership team. With so many years 
of experience on our board, we are prepared to lead 
Safe Parking LA into the future with great confidence.  

Thinking back to 2010, when the Cohens and I 
explored the concept of safe parking and to 2017 
when we opened our first parking lot in Koreatown, 
I am overwhelmed by how many people we have 
helped over the last 4+ years. I love who we are and 
what Safe Parking LA does for people experiencing 
vehicular homelessness by providing them with a 
safe place to park and access to vital services. The 
safe parking model is now a widely accepted interim 
and humane strategy for people who have become 
displaced and are sheltering in their vehicles. 

Under the talented leadership of our outstanding 
Executive Director, Silvia M Gutierrez, Safe Parking LA 
has become a leader in the safe parking space and 
an effective model for replication across the nation. 
I personally want to thank Silvia and each board 
member for working together so effectively and for 
their commitment to our mission.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Community-based model

Cash/in-kind 
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Safe Parking LA
2021 Annual Report. The focus of this project was to provide an overview of Safe Parking LA’s accomplishments in supporting Los Angeles’ 
unhoused population.



Hollenbeck Palms
Newsletter Redesign. After a years-long hiatus, Hollenbeck Palms assisted living decided to bring back it’s “Hollenbeck Happenings” annual 
newsletter. They knew that a company-wide rebrand would be coming soon so they requested a modern design that could easily be adapted to 
the new branding that would be coming in the near future.

Alzheimer’s is currently ranked as the sixth leading cause of 
death in the US, and third for those age 85 and over, just behind 
heart disease and cancer. Nearly 6 million people are living with 
the disease and it can’t be prevented, cured or slowed down. 
Dementia imposes the loss of cognitive functioning—thinking, 
remembering and reasoning—and behavioral abilities to such 
an extent that it interferes with a person’s daily life and activities. 
The disease can progress to the stage where the patient must 
depend completely on others for basic activities of daily living.

“Providing Alzheimer’s care is a cause that is very important 
to me, particularly as studies show that it affects women 
disproportionately,” says Board Chair Carol Johnston. “Two 
thirds of those diagnosed with Alzheimer’s are women— and 
no one knows why.” Another way it affects women is that 
women are also the caregivers.

Currently, Hollenbeck’s skilled nursing facility provides memory 
care to its residents who need it. “This new building will offer 
residential care for those living with Alzheimer’s or other forms 
of dementia, with specialized programs and activities suited to 
their individual needs,” adds CEO/President Morris Shockley. 
“This is a new and different model from what we have and we’re 
very pleased to offer this next level of care here at Hollenbeck.”

In order to erect this new building, the existing structure, which 

was built in the 1950’s, was razed and leveled. The memory 
care building, to be called Hensel Memory Enhancement 
Center, will be the final phase of Hollenbeck’s capital campaign. 
Heideman Care Center, our newly renovated and constructed 
Skilled Nursing Center, was unveiled two years ago and offers 
59 beds to residents who need around-the-clock-care. “All of 
us at Hollenbeck—staff as well as Trustees— were committed 
to rebuilding this wing of the campus to match the same level 
as the residential buildings,” says Bill Heideman, President 
Emeritus. “With this memory care building, Hollenbeck stands 
ready to meet all the levels of care our residents may ever need.”

Construction on the memory care building began in early August 
and is projected for completion by the end of May of 2021.

Continued from Page 1
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$100,000 to $249,999 
Adams Fund 
$50,000 to $99,999
Guyer Family Trust 
Michael J. Connell 

Foundation 
$25,000 to $49,999 
Mrs. Tracy Hirrel 
Hollenbeck Residents’ 

Bazaar Fund 
Mr. & Mrs. William Kumagai 
Meta & George Rosenberg 

Foundation 
PPM Property Group 
The Sikand Foundation 
$10,000 to $24,999
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Davis 
Gallagher Lewis  
Mr. Richard Hirrel  
Ms. Carol Johnston &  

Mr. Don Gordon 
Ms. Barbara Jury  
Pacific National Group  
Mrs. Margaret S. Saito  
Dr. Ann Tsukamoto 
Mrs. Kathleen Mariko 

(Honda) Utsumi
I.N. & Susanna Van Nuys 

Foundation  
Western Alliance 

Bancorporation 
$5,000 to $9,999
Mrs. Natsuko Akiyama 
Benevity Community  

Impact Fund 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Garlock 
Mr. William Itoh 
Katten Muchin Rosenman 

Foundation 
Mrs. Donna Oba 
Parsons Family Fund 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter White  
$2,500 to $4,999
Clifford Swan  

Investment Counselors 
Clifton Larson Allen 
DJMB Services 
Ms. Carol Funtsch 
Hochhauser/Blatter 
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Imanaka 
Mrs. Esther Jacobs 
KeyBank Foundation 
Ms. Pat Lynch 
Mrs. Lynn McInally 
Mrs. Elsie Osajima 
Payden & Rygel 
Mrs. Minar T. Rony 
Skilled Nursing Pharmacy 
Ms. Eileen Talbott 

Ms. Jean Ushijima 
White Memorial 

 Medical Center  
$1,000 to $2,499
Mr. & Mrs. Motomi Arao 
Bagues Mortuary 
Belle Home Care, Inc. 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Branch 
Bridgeport Benefits 
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Browner
Mrs. Dianne Ip Carey 
Ms. Leslie Carlson 
Mr. Tom Doi 
Hanson Bridgett 
Mr. & Mrs. William G. 

Heideman 
Ms. Sanaye Kagawa 
Mr. Kazuo Paul Kamachi 
Dr. Thomas H. Kanegae 
Mrs. Katherine A. Kirchhoff 
Ms. Dale Kitagawa 
Ms. Yaeko Kotani 
Kravitz, Inc. 
Mrs. Mary S. Kumataka 
Mr. & Mrs. Shig Kuwahara 
Little Tokyo Pharmacy 
Mrs. Sara Macpherson 
Mrs. Alice Mallory 
Mrs. Haruko Minakawa 
Mrs. Ritsuko Nakata 
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Pierce 
Pride Hospice 
Ms. Elizabeth Richter 
Mr. & Mrs. Ray Shively 
Smith Floors & Installations 
Strategic Building Services 
Ms. Toshiko Suguro 
Ms. Lane Turzan 
Mr. Mark Yoshiyama  
$500 to $999
Ms. Fumiko Asato 
Mrs. Linda Barber 
Mrs. Yoshie Kimura (Emi) 

Bristow 
Creative Landscaping 
Mrs. Clare DeBriere Barnett 
Dreambox Creations 
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Flores 
Ms. Kyoko Furumoto 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Gardner
Mr. Kotaro Hoshizaki 
Mr. David Ichikawa 
Mr. Paul Ito 
Mrs. Velia Ortiz Jones 
Mr. Thomas M. Kubota 
Ms. Akiko Kuratomi 
Mrs. Audrey Leung 
Life Home Care Solutions 
Dr. Ellen Machikawa 

Ms. Suyemi (Sue) Matsumoto 
Mr. & Mrs. Hideo Matsunaga 
Ms. Dixie Moe 
Ms. Joan Nester 
Dr. & Mrs. Larry Odono 
Pasadena Community 

Foundation 
Ms. Elinor Pollack 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Robb 
Mr. Manny Rodriguez 
Mrs. Yoko Sasano 
Dr. Frank Sinatra 
Mr. Roger Stephens 
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Sugimoto
Mr. George Sutton 
Team Rehab 
Mr. John Vander Dussen 
Ms. Sally Mclean White 
Mrs. Lucy L Yang 
Mr. & Mrs. David Yoda 
Mrs. Sueko Yoshiyama 
Ms. Shirley Zhou 
$250 to $499 
Mrs. Anne Alberts 
Mr. Jorgen Andersson 
Business Complete Solutions BCS 
The Rev. Michael Bell 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Borgen 
Mr. Ross Brown 
California Medical Repairs 
Ms. Cheryl S Chang 
Ms. Claudia Fishler 
Ms. Aida Gabaldon 
Ms. Cecilia Hernandez 
Mr. George Higa 
Mr. & Mrs. J.D. Hokoyama 
Mrs. Catherine Hume 
Mr. Frank Kikuchi 
Mrs. Jeanne Kikuchi 
Ms. June Kondo 
Mr. David M. Laidlaw 
Mrs. Sandra Law 
Mr. Robert Matsuda 
Mr. Sherman McClellan 
Mr. Jon Miasnik 
Ms. Mary Miasnik 
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Miller 
Mrs. Marie-Louise Murphy 
Mrs. Rita Nieto 
Mrs. Jayne Parsons 
Presberg Pensions, Inc 
Ms. Jeanne Reed 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Rosales 
Ms. Ruth Rosenberg 
Mr. Armando Salinas 
Ms. Margaret Sanchez 
Ms. Grace Serizawa 
Sodexo 
Mrs. Immie Soeharto 

Mr. & Mrs. Michael Stein 
Mrs. Janet Tsukamoto 
Mr. Peter Tsukamoto 
Mrs. Edna White 
Mr. Jonathan White 
Mrs. Hideko Yamashita 
Ms. Nancy Yasoian 
Mr. William Yasoian 
Ms. Joan Yoshiyama  
$100 to $249 
Mrs. Kathy Abbott-Mayer 
Mr. & Mrs. William Anderson 
Mrs. Farida Anggraini 
Mr. & Mrs. Ross Arai 
Mrs. Linda Barraza-Ator 
Mr. Dan Bejmuk 
Boeing 
Mrs. Julia Carlblom 
Ms. Alberta Carrillo 
Chandler’s Air Conditioning 

& Refrigeration 
Chapel Fund 
Rev. Janet Cromwell &  

Rev. Gary Oba
Mr. Oliver Dean Cromwell 
Cronk Family Trust 
Ms. Marian Dahldorf 
Mr. & Mrs. Darryl De Bond 
Ms. Sharon DeBriere 
Mrs. Mary Dey 
Dr. Connie Donovan 
Ms. Doris Dosser 
Mr. Michael Edborg 
Dr. Donna Elliott Mills 
Mr. & Mrs. Toshihisa Enoki 
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Fabular 
Ms. Mary Louise Facio 
Mrs. Joan Farren 
Dr. Marian Fedak 
Mr. & Mrs. Jaro Fisher 
Ms. Betty Jane Fogt 
Ms. Octavia Frank 
Ms. Elizabeth Frost 
Babak Giladi, DPM 
Ms. Camille Goldsmith 
Mr. Robert Gonzalez 
Mr. & Mrs. Bernie Granados 
Ms. Winifred Griffen 
Ms. Linnette Guidera 
Mrs. Jayne Harasty 
Mrs. Patricia Harasty 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Hekimian 
Mr. George Higa 
Ms. Aiko Alice Inouye 
Ms. Gayle Izuno 
Dr. Chris Jacobs 
June Weinstein & Assoc.
Ms. Anna Kasama 
Dr. Alan Kawaguchi 

Dr. & Mrs. Laurence Kedes 
Mr. & Mrs. Sadao Kimura 
Mrs. Mary Kitabayashi 
Mrs. Kimiko Kitaoka 
Ms. Reiko Kondo 
Ms. Pat Kubota 
Mrs. Irene Kuromiya 
Mrs. June Kuwahara 
Ms. Cheuk Wah L. Kwan 
Ms. Irene Lopez 
Mrs. Jen Lorenzen 
Ms. Lily Maeoka 
Mr. & Mrs. Takenobu 

Maruhashi 
Mr. Mark Maruyama 
Ms. Pearl Matsusaka 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Milam 
Mrs. Diane Mochizuki 
Dr. Laila Muderspach 
Mueller Prost CPA 
Ms. Diane Nakagawa 
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Nishina 
 Mr. Roy Oban 
Ms. Monika Okita 
Omni Wound Physicians 
Oxy Blind & Shade Company 
Mr. Kevin Palm 
Mrs. Hortense Paredes 
Mrs. Penny Pfeiffer 
Mr. & Mrs. Ross Pollack 
Mrs. Susan Reeve 
Mr. & Mrs. Guillermo Rosales 
Elvia Rosales-Arriola 
Mr. & Mrs. David Rosenbloom 
Ms. Bobbie Ross 
Mrs. Clara Saito 
Dr. Yasuko Margie Sakimura 
Mr. Paul Schiro 
Mrs. Linda Sinatra Seidner 
Sherman Oaks Medical 

Supplies 
Mr. & Mrs. Morris Shockley 
Mr. Dana Smith 
Mr. & Mrs. Ken Sogg 
Mr. Darryl Sollerh 
Mr. Bernard R. Stevenson 
Ms. Doreen Sturgis 
Mr. & Mrs. William Tan 
Mr. & Mrs. Val Tanaka 
Ms. Nadine Tateoka 
Ms. Fatimah Tobing Rony 
Mr. Norman Tollefsen 
Mr. Midori Ned Tsuma 
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Tsuyuki 
Ms. Nobuko Uchida 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Utsumi
Mrs. Kathleen M Utsumi 
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Uyeda 
Ms. Nancy Uyemura 

Mrs. Shizuko Wagner 
Ms. Keiko Watanabe 
Mrs. Nancy Deren 

Weingarten 
Ms. Naomi White 
Mr. Michael Yamamoto 
Ms. Margaret Yuki Yamashita 
Mr. Clyde K. Yanai 
Ms. Bettie Yasui 
Mrs. Karen Yoshioka 
Mr. Roger Young 
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Zoolalian 
$99 and below
Mrs. Aurora Anderson 
Ms. Cheryl Bailey 
Ms. Karen Balke 
Mr. & Mrs. Terry Beals 
Mr. Martin Bell 
Beverly’s Cleaners  

& Alterations 
Mrs. Leona Borgen 
Ms. Margaret Borgia 
Ms. Kazuko Buchanan 
Mrs. Mildred Cromwell 
Ms. Mary Enomoto 
Ms. Karen Funnell 
Genova Health Institute 
Gentell 
Celia Giell 
Ms. Elise (Lee) Greenstein 
Mrs. Betts Hall 
Ms. Nancy Hamamoto 
Ms. Dora Hernandez 
Ms. Erika Hernandez 
Mrs. Makiyo 

Higashinakamura 
Ms. Charity Hume 
Ms. Joan Inouye 
Ms. Keiko Ishibashi 
Ms. Trena James-Cook 
Mrs. Martie King 
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley 

Kobayashi 
Mrs. Deanna Kovacich 
Ms. Nancy Kurtin 
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Kuwahara 
Mr. Raymond Lamb 
Ms. Lillian A. Lee 
Mrs. Hisako Matsumoto 
Ms. Stella Meketarian 
Ms. Marianne Miasnik-Hlava 
Mr. Arne Muderspach 
Mrs. Ina Muderspach 
Ms. Viola Nakagawa 
Ms. Betsy Lynn Newmark 
Ms. Jill K. Oda 
Ms. Mary Oi 
Ms. Jeri Okamoto-Floyd 
Ms. Keiko Omori 

Donors: 9/1/2018 to 10/31/2020

Ms. Deanna Osborn 
Mrs. Chiyeko Oshiyama 
Mr. Escobar Pablo 
Carol Peters Esq. 
Dr. Mark Pollack 

Psychosocial Consultants 
Ms. Liz Randle 
Mr. Daniel Rodriguez 
Mr. Joseph C. Rodriguez 
Ms. Nancy Rosen 

Ms. Carrie E. Ross 
Mrs. Sally Sanders 
Miss Elvira L. Saxe 
Mrs. Estella Schlemer 
Mr. Allon Schoener 

Mr. Tom Tomoyuki Serizawa 
Ms. Janet  

Shigekawa-Nakamura 
Ms. Eleanor Smith 
Mr. Ernest Smith 

Mr. Harold Stahl 
Ms. Elaine Steward 
Ms. Pauline Takahashi 
Ms. Lisa Takata 
Mr. Cliff Uejio

Mr. Harry Weiss 
Ms. Joslyn Wong 
Ms. Hannah Yoshitomi 
Ms. Shirley Young 
Ms. Anisa Zusman 

Along with the rest of the nation and world, 
Hollenbeck continues to deal with the devastating 
impact of Covid-19. Given the tremendous risk and 
danger the virus imposes on older people, we’ve 
taken countless measures to keep our residents 
safe and healthy. We follow all federal and state 
guidelines and protocols to ensure the health and 
safety of our residents. 

During these difficult and challenging times, we 
are grateful that we do not stand alone. In-kind 
donations, whether it be crucial PPE, vital medical 
supplies or special treats, are most welcomed and 
appreciated. To help us respond to our evolving 
needs, extensive hours and demanding schedules, 
our residents’ families and community partners 
have showered us with kindness and generosity. 
We are so grateful to them for the outpouring of 
support and encouragement, and for being a part 
of our extended Hollenbeck family.

Photos: Appreciative staff receiving in-kind donations.

One of only 60 California facilities, Hollenbeck was awarded 
a special grant to implement an engagement technology 
program on site. Awarded by the California Department 
of Public Health to Leading Age California, the project is 
launched as iNSPIRE, and provides technology that aims to 
improve the quality of life of skilled nursing residents, reduce 
antipsychotic drug use, provide stress relief and much 

more. The three-year project will include an evaluation to 
determine the impact of the program over time.

The grant provided a touch screen computer loaded with 
over 4,000 social, educational and spiritual content options, 
3 tablets loaded with games, puzzles and applications for 
one-on-one activities, and an engagement package that 
includes drive, bike and flight simulators. 

“This grant is a win-win for Hollenbeck and we are grateful 
to Leading Age California for making it happen,” says CEO 
Morris Shockley. “With this technology, we will be offering 
new and innovative activities to our residents, while helping 
with the crucial research on ways to improve their lives.”

In-Kind Donations 
for Covid-19

Hollenbeck Partners with Leading Age California 
The improvements on our campus continue, thanks to the 
generosity of our donors and friends. Contributions made to 
our year-end appeal led to the renovation one of our most 
widely used spaces, the Activity Room in our existing Rose 
Terrace. Many changes have been made, among them is our 
new flooring. Stylish gray plank style floor covering, measuring 
75ft by 25ft in this massive entertainment venue, has replaced 
the dated linoleum. The wallpaper and trim on the walls have 
been removed and painted a nice bright white, making the 
room appear even more spacious and expansive. A new ceiling, 
re-upholstered chairs and window treatments add a warm and 
cozy layer to the room. A custom-made media cabinet holds our 
new, state-of-the-art audio/visual equipment and large screen 
television. Updated lighting with new, trendy light fixtures 
make the room look revived and welcoming. Although Covid 
has imposed scaled back activities and limited attendance, we 
are ready to welcome all our residents back to full scale as soon 
as we enter the post-Covid world!

Taking the same refurbishing effort one floor above in Rose 
Parlor, another redecorating took place during the pandemic. 
The grand reception room is transformed with LED ceiling 

lights and spotlighting. A new ceiling adorns the room, making 
it seem more spacious. As in the Activity Room, the wallpaper 
has been replaced with fresh, neutral painted walls with added 
chair rails to welcome all residents, family and visitors. This 
room is in use, but again, with limited occupancy due to state-
imposed restrictions and limitations. 

Thank you to all our wonderful supporters who helped make 
these transitions happen. We extend our special thanks to 
Ernest Flores, Executive Council Chair, and Veronica Cerda, 
Activity Director, for their hard work with this project.

Rooms Get Major Updo!

 See page 5 for list of In-Kind Donors

Fall 2020
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With the goal of serving and meeting 
the needs of all its residents, Hollenbeck 
Palms celebrated the groundbreaking 
for its newest planned addition to the 
campus, a memory care building. On 
January 20, over 100 guests, residents, 
Trustees and staff attended the ceremony 
which took place on the actual grounds of 
the future new building. 

Serving as MC, Trustee Bill Kumagai 
welcomed the attendees and thanked all 
who have supported the project. Sharing 
personal stories of his parents’ experiences 
as Hollenbeck residents, he stated how 
happy he and his family were about their 

decision in selecting Hollenbeck as his 
parents’ home. “At a time when we had to 
make some crucial decisions, Hollenbeck 
came through for our family in more 
ways than one,” says Bill. “That’s why 
I’m so happy to be able to give back to 
Hollenbeck, and more importantly, to the 
wonderful people it serves.”

The new structure will provide 33 beds 
for Hollenbeck’s particularly vulnerable 
population, those living with Alzheimer’s 
disease and other forms of dementia. The 
most common cause of dementia, 

Continued on Page 2

Hollenbeck Celebrates the Groundbreaking 
for its Newest Planned Addition
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In-Kind Donors
Advance Eyecare 
Mr. & Mrs. Hideo Akiyama
All-State Plastics
Ancillary Provider Services
Bagues Mortuary 
Belle Home Care, Inc. 
Beverly’s Cleaners  

& Alterations 
California Medical Repairs 
Clifton Larson Allen 
Diagnostic Laboratories 
DJMB Services 

Eden Hospice 

Gentell

Gentle Transitions 

Dr. Babak Giladi

Giulianos Bakery 

Innovation Lab 

International Medical Corps 

Mrs. Deborah Jackson 

June Weinstein & Associates

Kravitz, Inc.

Mrs. Karen Kroner

Leading Age of California 

Little Caesar Enterprises

Dr. Ellen Machikawa 

Mr. Hideo Matsunaga

Ms. Cathy McLamb

Mr. Frank Morimoto 

Mrs. Dorothy Nagami

Mrs. Barbara Nishimoto

Ms. Chizuko Ohira

Omni Wound Physicians

Ms. Mary Oi

Mrs. Rebecca Ollice

Omni Wound Physicians

Oxy Blind & Shade Company

Pacific National Group

Mr. Jim Petty 

Ms. Debbie Pisaro 

Mr. Michael Pisaro 

Pride Hospice 

Psychosocial Consultants

Respiratory Medical Services

Ms. Tomiko Sayano 

Skilled Nursing Pharmacy 
Smith Floors & Installations 
Sodexo
Mr. George Sutton 
Mr. John Terui 
Mr. David Thatcher 
Ms. Mary Jo Thatcher
Trident USA Health Services 
United Steel Fence Company
Western Alliance 

Bancorporation
Mr. & Mrs. David Yoda

Sadly, Hollenbeck said goodbye to one of our 
cherished residents, Ms. Betty Fogt. Originally 
from a small farming community in Iowa, Betty 
moved to Southern California as a young child 
with her family. After obtaining her education, 
Betty became an elementary and middle school 
teacher and administrator for Burbank Unified 
School District. After retiring, Betty joined 
the Hollenbeck family in 2009. She embraced 
Hollenbeck and its residents as her new family 
and was an active member. Along with fellow 
resident Helen Jones, the two of them created the 
Film Group where residents would watch a film 
together followed by a lively discussion about it. 
Over the years, it evolved into Faith & Film with 
Betty Rubly and Chaplain Dwayne. Most notably, 
for a number of years, Betty served as the 
Resident Representative on the Board of Trustees, 
offering the residents’ perspective and input at 
their meetings. Betty was also a strong supporter 
of Hollenbeck Palms’ capital campaign to rebuild 
our existing Skilled Nursing Facility and our new 
Memory Care Center. Betty is, and always will be, 
missed but never forgotten.

A Fond  
Farewell to our 
Beloved Betty

Planned Giving: Support Hollenbeck Palms in a meaningful way and include us in your estate planning.  
You can take advantage of tax benefits and leave a meaningful, lasting legacy. To learn more,  
please contact Sally Sanders at 323-307-4554 or ssanders@holpalms.com.  

Visit: www.hollenbeckpalms.com/capital-campaign/ways-to-give/planned-giving

573 S. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90033
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Hollenbeck Palms is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization  Fed ID#71-0876594  COA 212/RCFE 191800001

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Board of Trustees
Casey D. Adams

Michael G. Davis

Rosamond Flores

Edward S. Garlock, Esq.

Carol A. Johnston, Esq.

Barbara Jury

Katherine A. Kirchhoff

William R. Kumagai

David V. Adams 
Trustee Emeritus

You can help make a difference in the life of a Hollenbeck Palms resident. We do our best to make 
certain our residents are well cared for and fully engaged and here’s how you can help.

Make a Cash Donation. We rely on the support of our friends and donors to do what we do.  
If you would like to make a cash donation, honor a loved one, or make a monthly contribution, visit  
www.hollenbeckpalms.com and click on the “Donate” button or call 323-263-6195 and ask for the 
Development Department.

Donate Your Vehicle. Donating your car, truck, SUV, RV or boat is a quick and easy way to support 
Hollenbeck Palms and eliminate the hassle of selling your vehicle at the same time. We do all the work 
for you and proceeds from the sale go directly to Hollenbeck. To make a donation, call 323-263-6195 and 
ask for the Development Department.

Include Us in Your Estate Planning. You can make a bequest to Hollenbeck Palms by including 
language in your will or living trust leaving a portion of your estate to Hollenbeck, or by designating 
Hollenbeck as a beneficiary of your retirement account or life insurance policy. Please consult your own 
legal and tax advisors to help guide you in this process.

Volunteer. Please call us at 323-263-6195 to see what opportunities are currently available  
for volunteering. 

You Help Make it Happen!

Our mission is …to provide comfortable, enjoyable and secure retirement living…
with great compassion, honest dignity, and genuine love.



California Real Estate 
Inspectors Association (CREIA)
“CREIA Inspector Magazine.”  
Semi-annual magazine (typically 24-
36 pages), released in Spring and Fall 
each year for the California Real Estate 
Inspectors Association’s members.  
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For those who are working towards becoming a Certified 
CREIA Inspector, completing a group inspection is a 
requirement, designed to provide a hands on learning 
experience. On August 20, 2021, ten new CREIA 
Associates took another step towards their certification, 
when they completed a group inspection in Rancho Santa  
Margarita, CA.  

Facilitated by Bill Bryan, CREIA Vice Chairman of the Board, 
President of the OC Chapter and 2021 CREIA Educator of the 
Year / Inspector of the Year and Brandon Glass, Vice President, 
OC Chapter, the Associates spent six hours inspecting the 
home in depth, in an event sponsored by CREIA Affiliate 
Spectacular Home Inspection Software. 

The two story, 2600 square foot single family residence with a 
pool provided a great training opportunity, as the Associates 
were able to detect foundation and chimney issues; shortfalls 
with the HVAC system; pool operational and safety defects; 
and structural deficiencies with the deck. By utilizing the 
Spectacular Home Inspection software to document the group 
inspection as it was being performed, Bill was able to email 
the completed report to each of the Associates immediately 
after the inspection was complete. The report provides the 
Associates an additional learning opportunity, as they can 
gain a better understanding of how to document the defects 
they identified during the Inspection itself. 

Training new Associates is a priority for CREIA’s leadership, 
and Group Inspections are a great opportunity for hands 
on learning. If you’re interested in participating in the next 
Group Inspection in your area, please contact CREIA for 
more information. 

“The best part was that it was done in a group. To hear other 
questions from other perspectives is always a great learning 
experience. I also thought it was a great house to learn on 
with the added pool, deck. “ - Corrinne R.

“I really enjoyed that everyone was engaged. Always great to 
see many perspectives at once. The building of camaraderie 
amongst inspectors is my favorite part of joining CREIA and 
that was a good bonus to the day.  I can't say that anything 

jumps out as a least favorite part. It was a really valuable day 
all around.” - Terry W.

“What I liked best was the start to finish explanation and 
the actual inspection.  I don't think there is any better way 
to learn than actually being hands on.  What would be great 
is to be able to have you ride along on an inspection on mine 
or anybody's and you watch us.  I don't think there was much 
you could do better.  Really appreciate you taking the time to 
help.  I really want to learn and do a thorough inspection.” - 
Kile H.

ORANGE COUNTY GROUP 
INSPECTION COMPLETE!
BY BILL BRYAN, CCI

CREIA ADVERTISING POLICY: CREIA INSPECTOR MAGAZINE

GENERAL
Display advertising in the Inspector Journal shall comply with the criteria 
specified for display and classified advertising Without prior consent, 
incorporate in a subsequent advertisement the fact that a product or 
service has been advertised in a CREIA publication. CREIA’s acceptance 
of advertisements shall in no way imply a direct affiliation between 
CREIA and its advertisers. The appearance of advertising on any 
CREIA forum is neither a guarantee nor an endorsement by CREIA of 
the product, service, or company or the claims made for the product in 
such advertising. As a matter of policy, CREIA will sell advertising space 
to any advertiser when the content of the advertising does not interfere 
or directly conflict with the mission, policies, statements, objectives or 
interests of CREIA. CREIA, in its sole discretion, retains the right to 
decline any submitted advertisement or to discontinue posting of any 
advertisement previously accepted. 

CIRCULATION
600+ (Members, subscribers, schools, libraries, prospective mem-
bers). Printed twice yearly.

DISPLAY AD SUBMISSION
Display ads should be submitted as a high resolution (300 dpi or 
higher) TIF or JPG with fonts embedded in the file. Display ads must 
be exactly measured according to the listed ad sizes. To determine 
size correctly, measure ad from outside border to outside border. 
A compressed file can be sent to info@creia.org Please e-mail the 
CREIA office with any questions: info@creia.org.

PAYMENT
Payment must accompany ads. Ads submitted without payment 
will not be printed. CREIA does not bill for advertisements in the 
Inspector Journal. Advertising rates are subject to change without 
notice. CREIA advertising is non-commissionable.

DEADLINE
The advertising deadline for the Spring edition is mid-April.  
The advertising deadline for the Fall edition is mid-October. 

DISPLAY AD RATES –  
ALL LEVELS ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.
CREIA Affiliates receive 25% off of all a la carte selections with the 
exception of cover ads CREIA Educational and Premier Affiliates 
receive 50% off a la carte selections with exception of cover ads .

Size Width x height Rate

Inside Front Cover* 8.75"x11.25" $950

Inside Back Cover* 8.75"x11.25" $800

Outside Back Cover Page*  8.5"x 5.5" $850 

Full page with bleed* 8.75"x11.25" $625

Full page w/o bleed 8"x10.5" $625

Half page horizontal 
with bleed* 8.75"x5.75"  $380

Half page horizontal  
w/o bleed 8"x5" $380

Half page vertical  
with bleed* 4.5"x11.25" $380

Half page vertical  
w/o bleed 3.75"x10.5" $380

Quarter page (no bleed) 3.75"x5" $250

Business Card (no bleed) 3.5"x2" $200

*All ads with bleeds include .125" bleed on each side and should 
include a minimum of 3/8-inch safety area between the edge of the ad 
and any text. Full page ad print size is 8.5"x11". Half page horizontal ad 
print size is 8.5"x5.5". Half page vertical ad print size is 4.25"x11".

Attention Members: If you have editorial ideas or would like to submit an article for 
Inspector Journal, please do so at anytime to the CREIA office at info@creia.org. 

Inspector Journal is published bi-annually by the California Real Estate Inspectors Association (CREIA), 
320 Pine Ave., Suite 1050, Long Beach, CA 90802, 949-715-1768, Fax 949-715-6931, www.creia.org 

The contents of this publication may not be reproduced by any means, in whole or in part, without the 
prior written consent of CREIA.

CREIA is a nonprofit education and credentialing organization to benefit consumers and professionals.

The statements and opinions expressed herein are those of the individual authors and do not necessarily 
represent the views of the CREIA. Likewise, the appearance of advertisers, or their identification as 
members of CREIA, does not constitute an endorsement of the products or services featured. ©2020 by 
CREIA. All rights reserved.
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Stone and brick veneer for residential 
construction has seen dramatic 
changes with the last few generations 
of products.  The industry has moved 
from “real” brick and stone veneer 
(Friend) supported by a foundation 
to an adhered, manufactured product 
(Faux or Foe?) supported by the wall 
frame.  In many parts of the country, 
adhered veneer is the new industry 
standard perhaps because of cost and 
appearance.  Many builders just call 
both systems stone or brick.

Originally the adhered products were 
not that “natural” in appearance and 
could be easily identified.  Now the 
manufactured stone and brick look 
real.  Natural thin-cut real stone is also 
used as an adhered veneer leading to 
more confusion.  Quality products have 
corner stones cut in a “L” shape so the 
product wraps around corners like a 
full-depth stone veneer.

The change has not taken place without 
casualties.  The adhered veneer needs to 
be installed like a stucco/EFIS product 
with proper layering of moisture 
resistant materials and flashings.  There 
have been many system failures and 
expensive repairs in wet climates.  

As a home inspector, you need to 
properly identify the veneer product, 
know the proper installation methods 
and know the signs of failure. You 
need to understand how the products 
perform in your climate.  This basic 
primer/overview will help you identify 
and understand the products and the 
all-important drainage of water from 
the veneer and wall assembly.

Trusted, Good Old Stone Veneer vs. 
Suspected Faux, Adhered Masonry 

In the last 20 years, adhered veneer 
of some type has become a common 
exterior finish replacing real masonry 
veneer.  We use different terms for 
the adhered product – faux stone or 
brick, adhered stone, thin cut stone, 
manufactured stone or veneer, lick 
and stick and the list goes on.  The big 
differences are the product thickness, 
drainage, and how it is assembled on the 
exterior wall.

All Siding Leaks – Brick, stone, 
wood, vinyl, aluminum, faux stone

All siding leaks – yes, even real brick/
stone veneer. How should brick/stone 
veneer be properly drained to prevent 
water damage to the wall assembly?  As 
an inspector you need to understand 
the different siding products and how 
the wall assembly is drained to keep 
water out of the structure.

There are visible clues to the flashings 
installed – you can see the edges.  You may 
already know the visible signs of failure/
moisture – damaged stone, flaking stone, 
salt stains, missing mortar and water 
stains.  Water stains may also be visible 
inside the home around windows and at 
the top of the basement wall.

“Real” Stone, brick and mortar leaks

Water will flow through exterior brick 
veneer and can damage the structure 
behind and below the brick. For many 
years, structures have been protected 
by drainage planes, flashing, and water-

resistant barriers. In older construction, 
wide overhangs often helped provide 
this protection.

Illustration S068C shows general brick 
veneer construction. Note the air space 
behind the brick to drain water and 
stop capillary action. The wood frame 
is covered with a water-resistant barrier. 
Flashing directs water to drain over the 
foundation. Thin metal strips “tie” the 
brick to the wall for horizontal support.

Details of “real” brick/stone water 
management 

Illustration X043 shows additional 
water-management details. There must 
be a gap of at least 1 inch for drainage. 
The water-resistant barrier can be 
traditional tar paper, house wrap, or a 

STONE VENEER: THE TRUSTED FRIEND 
OR A SUSPECTED FAUX –THE SCIENCE 
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BY TOM FEIZA, MR. FIX-IT, INC., HOWTOOPERATEYOURHOME.COM
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CREIA 
320 Pine Ave., Suite 1050 
Long Beach, CA 90802

A N N O U N C E M E N T S 

CREIA Virtual Chapter Meeting 
Saturday, November 13 
How to Assess Your Business to Maximize Profits  
with Brian Hannigan

Brian Hannigan has been “Helping 
Inspectors Succeed” since 1997. Brian has 
helped individual inspectors, associations 
and schools succeed in marketing, education 
and pricing solutions. He was honored as 

being named one of the 25 Most Influential Individuals 
in The First 25 Years of CREIA and has also won CREIA’s 
Chairman’s award. Brian has traveled the country educating 
inspectors on many different topics over the past 24 years. 
His Message Board, InspectionNews.net, is home to over 
12,000 members. Brian also teaches Relationship Marketing 
which is designed to significantly increase referral business 
along with customer appreciation and retention.

C R E I A  S T O R E  I T E M S  

CREIA is partnering 
with a new provider of 
merchandise for shirts, 
hats, backpacks and more 
that may be embroidered 
with the CREIA logo.

Also, there are many 
items available to you 
at the CREIA store! We 

have Comfort Crawl gloves, Bahama type Camp Shirts, 
Stationery Work lights, Pool Safety Brochures and Coding 
Books.

CREIA Store 
Click on the Store Icon under Quick Links 
https://creia.memberclicks.net/creia-store-order



KINDERGARTEN 
ENROLLMENT NOW OPEN!
Start your student on the pathway  
to success today in Covina-Valley USD

California  
Distinguished Schools
Dual Language  
Immersion Programs

Coding
Arts and Music
Elementary 
Physical Education

519 E. Badillo St. Covina, CA 91723  •  (626) 974-7000 • www.c-vusd.org 
 @covina_valley_usd  •   Covina-Valley Unified School District  •   @CovinaValleyUSD

SCAN QR CODE  
TO ENROLL 

Covina-Valley Unified  
School District 
Direct mail postcard to encourage new 
kindergarten enrollments for Covina-
Valley Unified School Districts 2022-
2023 school year. 



The Diamond Center
Direct mail postcards to promote Claremont retailer, The Diamond Center’s, Vintage and Estate Sale in 2019 and 2022.



Hadassah Heroes
A CELEBRATION OF INSPIRATION AND COURAGE

S U N D A Y ,  M A R C H  1 3 ,  2 0 1 6

“It’s not what one says, but rather what one does, that makes 
all the difference in the world.”  – P I R K E  A V O T  1 : 1 7

Donor Name(s)  

Street  

City   State   Zip  

Phone   Fax  

E-Mail  

¨ I am/We are making this gift in honor of or in memory of:  

  

 

AMELIA & MARK TAPER HADASSAH HOUSE
455 S. Robertson Blvd • Beverly Hills, CA 90211-3603

Tel: 310-276-0036 • Fax: 310-247-0607 • Email: HSCinfo@hadassah.org
hadassah.org/southerncalifornia

Hadassah is a not-for-profit, 501(C)(3) public charity. Hadassah intends to respect your wishes regarding this gift,  
however in accordance with U.S. tax law requirements regarding deductibility of contributions,  

Hadassah shall have full dominion, control and discretion over this gift.

2016Gala_SpnsrForm_FNL_5C.indd   1 1/9/16   10:41 AM

Hadassah of Southern California
Gala invitation and collateral materials

2016Gala_Invite_FNL.indd   1-21/9/16   10:53 AM

2016Gala_Invite_FNL.indd   1-2 1/9/16   10:53 AM



Virginia Maas began her journey with 
American Jewish University in 1986, quickly 
becoming an active and enthusiastic 
leader. Virginia’s long list of service to 
AJU includes heading the Academic 
Affairs Committee, Ziegler School 
of Rabbinic Studies Advisory Board, 
Miller Introduction to Judaism Advisory 
Board, Whizin Center for Continuing 
Education Advisory Board, Patrons 
Society, and School for Jewish Education 
and Leadership Advisory Board. In 2016, 
Virginia became Chairperson of the AJU 
Board of Directors. As Chair, Virginia was 
deeply involved in the search for the University’s fourth President,  
Dr. Jeffrey Herbst and guided the development of AJU’s new mission and 
vision statements, setting the stage for future institutional growth. 

In 2020, Virginia and her husband Frank Maas made an extraordinary gift 
to the University to establish the Maas Center for Jewish Journeys. The 
Maas Center meets the evolving needs of our community by providing 
welcoming pathways to Jewish belonging for all who seek them through a 
suite of interconnected experiential programs – enriching Jewish journeys 
and developing innovative solutions to address some of the most complex 
issues facing us today.

In addition to her extensive contributions to AJU, Virginia has served 
as President of Temple Beth Am and the Jewish Community Centers 
Association of Greater Los Angeles, has held multiple leadership roles 
within the Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles, and was the 
Founding Chair of the Beit T’Shuvah Prevention Committee. She is also a 
devoted member of the Beverly Hills community, demonstrated by tenures 
as President of the Beverly Hills Board of Education, a Board member 
of Friends of the Beverly Hills Library, and a committed member of the 
Rotary Club of Beverly Hills. As an active member of Hillcrest Country Club, 
Virginia has served as Chair of the Women’s Golf Auxiliary Board, and as 
Co-Captain of Hillcrest Women’s Golf Team. 

Virginia holds both a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in English 
Literature from UCLA. She and Frank enjoy their children, Monique and 
Bradley Gibbons and Michael and Theresa Maas, as well as their four 
grandchildren Barry, Emilie, Alana, and Jason.

Virginia Maas continues to make a lasting impact on our entire community. 
American Jewish University is forever grateful to Virginia for her dedication 
to our mission and enduring friendship. We are honored to be celebrating 
Virginia’s many remarkable accomplishments.

H O N O R I N G  V I R G I N I A M A A S
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2021 Gala Chairs

Camille & Arnon Adar
Patty & Ken August

Annie & Scott Austin
 Jill & Tom Barad
Lill & Jess Beim

Patti Bell
Pamela & David Bennett

Melissa & Michael Berenbaum
Raquel & Bryan Berkett
Frieda & Alan E. Berlin

Lynn & Les Bider
Janet & Bill Birnkrant

Donna Black & Harvey Englander
Bonnie & Mitchell Bloom

Hon Lili & Jon Bosse
Susan & Jonathan Brandler

Irma & Ben Breslauer
Jeanine & Michael Canter

Bobbi Clarke & Allen Michel
 Nancy Sher Cohen & Robert Cohen

Judy & Dr. Daniel Cole
Dvorah Colker

Faith & Jonathan Cookler
Mary & Allan Cutrow

Sharon & Governor Gray Davis (Ret.)
Rabbi Elliot & Marlynn Dorff 

Dee Dee Dorskind  
& Bradley Tabach-Bank

Nancy & Mike Eisenstadt 
Tina & Nick Elowitt

Dalia & Dr. Daniel Farkas
Brynne & Dan Fellman
Helgard & Irwin S. Field

Jean & Dr. Jerome Friedman
Susan & Jack Frydrych

Diane Futterman
Freddi & Marvin Gelfand 

Barry Gibbons
Emilie Gibbons

Monique & Bradley Gibbons
Sharon & Herb Glaser 

Lauren Goldberg & Rodney Freeman
Shirley Goldenberg

Debbi Kaner Goldich  
& Robert Goldich

Roz & Abner Goldstine
Sandy & Bill Goodglick

Cecilia & Richard Goodman
Nan & Allan Goodman
Edna & Tom Gordon

Susan Green & Robert Ring 
Rebecca & George Greenberg

Trena Greitzer
Sharon & Mitchell Hersch

Toni & Skip Holden

Renee Holland
Roberta Holland

Lela & Dr. Norman Jacoby
Judy & Ron Kabrins

Russell Kabrins
Roneet & Ken Kahan 

Debbi & Morris Kessler
Rabbi Adam & Havi Kligfeld

Anita & Allen Kohl
Jodi & Wayne Kramer

Hon. Nancy & James Krasne
Rabbi Gail Labovitz & Bill Seligman

Lee & Luis Lainer
Debbie Laub & Eddie Israel

Sheila & Aaron Leibovic
Marshall Lerner & The Lerner Family

Sue & David Leveton
Ann & Don Levin

Allyn & Jeffrey Levine
Randi Levine & Jeff Trenton

Anita & Burt Levinson
Justine Schreyer Lewin  

& Howard Lewin
Fran & David Loew

Linda & Stuart Lubitz
Gloria Lushing  

& Arnold L. Gilberg, MD, PhD
Evy Lutin

Alana Maas
Jason Maas

Theresa & Michael Maas
Barbara Mack & Norman Levine

Jennifer Glazer Malkin
Amy & Harold Masor

Sue & Ed Meltzer
Michael & Lori Milken Family 

Foundation 
Milken Community School

Heidi & Jon Monkarsh
Nicole & Allan Mutchnik 

Mellisa Neilsen & Ron Silverman
 Teresita & Shelby Notkin

Deedy Oberman & Maurice Meyers
Our Book Club

Stacy & Bryan Palbaum
Loretta Parras

Amelia Parras-Craig & Juan Castro
Aurora Parras-Craig

Nancy & Jeff Paul
Wanda & Avi Peretz
Karen & Larry Platt

Marian Polan
Debbie & Rick Powell

Joyce Powell
Heidi & Albert Praw

Reinhard Prinz
Hon Lillian & Stuart Raffel

Rabbi Joel & Fredi Rembaum
Linda & Jeff Resnick

Adele Reznikoff
Arleen Richman & Shel Kirshner

Judy & Rick Richman
Peggy & Ed Robin

Nancy & Brad Rosenberg
Cathy & Lou Rosenmayer

Harriet Rossetto & Rabbi Mark Borovitz
Alissa & Warren Roston

Rosalie & Dr. Lad Rubaum
Angela & Shawn Saeedian

Dr. Claudia & Sandor Samuels
Laura & Jay Sanderson

Karen & Nathan Sandler
Charlene & Victor Sands

Carole & Michael Scheinberg
Rita & Sam D. Schwartz

Barbara Segal & Richard Werdesheim 
Dora & Jonathan Seiffer
Adrienne & Ben Seigel

Diane Shapiro
Geri & Dr. James Sherman
Charlotte & Daniel Skura
Nancy & Norman Sloan

Barbara & Dr. Anthony B. Sokol
Linda & Mark Spiegel

Robbin Steif
Andra & Philip Stein

Jane Stiglitz
I.H. Sutnick
Joan Tabb

Joan Tamkin
Arleen & Dr. Bart Tanenbaum 

Marilyn Trattner
Kathy Watt

Mindy & David Weiner 
Eleanor & Barry Weinstock

Brian Weisberg
Marcia Weisberg

Terry Ann Westmore
Bruce F. Whizin

Orna & Keenan Wolens
Hilary & Mark Wolf 

Donna & Martin J. Wolff
Lesley & Jeff Wolman

Rosalie Zalis
Diane & Michael Ziering

Marilyn Ziering
May & Richard Ziman

Frank Maas Carol and Jerry Coben Ellie and Mark Lainer

Dena and Irv Schechter Annette and Leonard Shapiro

2021 Gala Committee*

THE BEVERLY HILTON 
9876 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, California

T H U R S DAY,  O C TO B E R  2 8 ,  2 0 2 1
6:00 PM Reception

6:45 PM Program & Dinner

* as of 8/16/21

American Jewish University
Gala invitation and collateral materials
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AJU Leadership

Jeffrey Herbst, PhD 
President

Rabbi Bradley Shavit Artson 
Vice President, Abner and Roslyn Goldstine 

Dean’s Chair, Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies

Adrian Breitfeld 
Vice President of Finance and Administration, 

Chief Financial Officer

Rabbi Adam Greenwald 
Vice President for Jewish Engagement,  

Director, Miller Introduction to Judaism Program

Rabbi Sherre Hirsch 
Chief Innovation Officer

Catherine Schneider 
Vice President for Advancement,  

Chief Development Officer

Michelle Starkman 
Vice President of Communications

Robbie Totten, PhD 
Chief Academic Officer 

AJU Board of Directors

American Jewish University advances and elevates the Jewish journey 
of individuals, organizations, and our community through excellence 

in scholarship, teaching, engaged conversation, and outreach.

Harold Masor  
Chairperson

Jeffrey Herbst, PhD 
President

Virginia Maas  
Past Chairperson

Lawrence Platt 
Vice Chairperson

Melissa Held Bordy 
Treasurer

David Weiner 
Secretary

Benjamin Breslauer

Jerome Coben

Liana Kadisha Cohn

Abner Goldstine

Lisa Hofheimer

Kenneth Kahan

Mark Lainer

Jeffrey L. Levine

Norman Levine

Justine Schreyer Lewin

Francis S. Maas

Jon Monkarsh 

Stacy Palbaum

Murray Pepper

Rick Richman

Dena Schechter

Michael Scheinberg

Robbin Steif

Jeffrey Trenton

Mike Van Wyk

Yair Vardi

Keenan Wolens

Michael Ziering

Richard S. Ziman

OUR GRADUATES

local organizations served by 
graduates of AJU’s academic  
degree programsvisits for conversion and 

meaningful life moments

COMMUNITY MIKVEH

students nation-wide

The nation’s largest path to  
Judaism with

MILLER INTRODUCTION
TO JUDAISM PROGRAM

since inception

alumni of the leading  
immersion program for  
young Jewish adults

ZIERING BRANDEIS  
COLLEGIATE  
INSTITUTE (BCI)

CAMP ALONIM

campers since inception

MAAS CENTER FOR 
JEWISH JOURNEYS

rabbis serving around the  
globe in congregations, 
agencies, schools, camps, 
hospitals, and more

ZIEGLER SCHOOL  
OF RABBINIC STUDIES

WHIZIN CENTER FOR 
CONTINUING EDUCATION

event, lecture, performance, 
and class participants since 2010

125,000+

14,877

registrations, and

programs since March 2020  
for AJU’s new immersive  
experiential digital  
learning platform

B’YACHAD TOGETHER

100,000+

254

1,750+

220+

AJU By The Numbers



Los Angeles Jewish Home
Planned Giving Flyers/Advertisements

Name the Jewish Home 
as a beneficiary of your 

retirement plan. Your 
heirs will thank you since 

retirement plans are 
assets that they would 

have to pay tax on (but 
we won’t). Instead, leave 

cash to your heirs.

A gift of Life Insurance is 
inexpensive for younger 
donors. With relatively 
small, tax deductible 
premium payments for 
a short amount of time, 
a donor can leave a 
substantial legacy.

When you draw up or 
revise your will or trust, 
add the Jewish Home as 
a 5% or 10% beneficiary 
of the residue. This way 
you will have access to 
your money during your 
lifetime, and still leave a 
legacy for the cause you 
care so deeply about.

You’re Not 
Too Young 
to Create a 
Planned Gift!

For more information, please contact: 
Aaron Levinson, Planned Giving Director 
Los Angeles Jewish Home

(818) 757-4416 • Aaron.Levinson@jha.org

Consider these 
options:

What

Gifts of appreciated 
stock are great assets to 
donate since the Jewish 
Home won’t pay capital 
gains tax, but you would 

if you sold it yourself.

How

Ask us for our stock 
transfer instructions, 
then pass them on to 

your broker (or initiate 
the transfer yourself 

online).

Why

You will feel great 
knowing that you 

helped 4,000 seniors 
while saving yourself 

significant taxes.

L O S  A N G E L E S  J E W I S H  H O M E 

Gifts of Appreciated Stock

For more information: 
Aaron Levinson, Planned Giving Director
(818) 757-4416 • Aaron.Levinson@jha.org
lajh.planmygift.org

Appreciated Stock

Gifts of appreciated stock 
are great assets to donate 

since the Jewish Home won’t 
pay capital gains tax, but you 
would if you sold it yourself.

Qualified Charitable 
Distribution

If you are 70 1/2 or older,  
a Qualified Charitable 

Distribution of up to $100,000 
per year from your IRA is also a 
smart way of giving as you will 
avoid taxes that you otherwise 

would pay on your RMD.

Donor Advised Fund

“Front load” your giving in 
a Donor Advised Fund or 
a private foundation. This 

way, you may be able to take 
advantage of itemizing your 
deductions all at once, and 

then make your charitable gifts 
from the fund over many years.

For more information: 
Aaron Levinson, Planned Giving Director
(818) 757-4416 • Aaron.Levinson@jha.org
lajh.planmygift.org

L O S  A N G E L E S  J E W I S H  H O M E 

Tax-Wise Ways of Giving
In an era when you might not itemize your deductions anymore



social media



L.A. County Public Works / LA County Waterworks Districts
Marketing campaign and brand identity for social media



The Guardians of the Los Angeles Jewish Home 
Fundraising Event Social Media Graphics



Claremont Educational Foundation 
Fundraising Event Social Media Graphics



websites



Claremont Lewis Museum of Art
Website Design

Imagine More 
Museum 
More walls, for more art, more programs, and 
more people. As CMA enters its sixth year in the 
historic Claremont Depot, the Museum is ready 
to transform the remaining spaces into 
galleries and a community room.  LEARN MORE

VISIT     EXHIBITIONS     COLLECTION     EVENTS     LEARN     ABOUT     SUPPORT
 

MEMBERSHIP          CONTACT DONATE

GIVE
Please join us as we continue to share Claremont’s rich 
artistic legacy and encourage the artists of today and 
tomorrow, now in our new home in the historic 
Claremont Depot.

JOIN
We invite you to support our mission to celebrate 
our community’s rich artistic legacy and promote 
the cultural vitality of the region.

MAKE A DONATION BECOME A MEMBER

LOOK UP
JUNE 4 – AUGUST 29, 2021

LEARN MORE

NOTE: THIS PHOTO/TEXT AREA CAN BE A 
FLEX SPACE FOR ANYTHING 

NEWSY/SPECIAL THE MUSUEM WANTS TO 
HIGHLIGHT ON THE HOMEPAGE AND WILL 

HELP CALL OUT THE SUBSCRIBE BOX.

SUBSCRIBE

WANT TO KEEP UP WITH 
OUR LATEST NEWS?
SIGN UP TO RECEIVE OUR E-NEWSLETTER:

EXHIBITIONS 
On View at the Museum

LEARN MORE

WHAT’S
HAPPENING
Events at the Museum

LEARN MORE

 

LOCATION
200 W. First Street 
in the Claremont Depot

MAILING ADDRESS
P.O. Box 1136 | Claremont, CA 91711

909.621.3200

The Claremont Museum of Art is committed to serve the public in ways that respect the plurality of our communities. Complete Culture and Equity and Inclusion Statement.

ON VIEW
EVENTS
MEMBERSHIP
DONATE

VISIT     EXHIBITIONS     COLLECTION     EVENTS     LEARN     ABOUT     SUPPORT
 

MEMBERSHIP          CONTACT DONATE

PERMANENT
COLLECTION

Building a Legacy: 
Founding a Museum, Building a Collection 
With the opening of a new gallery space at the Claremont Depot, CMA will be display works from its permanent collection in various 
exhibitions.

The Claremont Museum of Art’s permanent collection includes work by: 

ARTWORK DONATIONS
Inquiries regarding donations to the Permanent Collection can be 
made at info@claremontmuseum.org

Jean Ames

Bennett Bean

Karl Benjamin

Barbara Beretich

Marjorie Burgeson

Aldo Casanova

Albert Contreras

Rupert Deese

Phil Dike

John Fassbinder

Paul Soldner

Albert Stewart

James Strombotne

John Svenson

Martha Underwood

Maryann Voveris

Helen Watson

Emerson Woelffer

Milford Zornes

Robert George

Gary Geraths

Rebecca Hamm

Susan Lautmann Hertel

Norm Hines

Sheldon Horton

James Hueter

Anthony Ivins

Rico Lebrun

Joella Jean Mahoney

Sam Maloof

William Manker

Alfredo Ramos Martinez

Harrison McIntosh

Walter Mix

Richard and 
Alice Petterson

Roland Reiss

David Scott

Millard Sheets

 

LOCATION
200 W. First Street 
in the Claremont Depot

MAILING ADDRESS
P.O. Box 1136 | Claremont, CA 91711

909.621.3200

The Claremont Museum of Art is committed to serve the public in ways that respect the plurality of our communities. Complete Culture and Equity and Inclusion Statement.

ON VIEW
EVENTS
MEMBERSHIP
DONATE

VISIT     EXHIBITIONS     COLLECTION     EVENTS     LEARN     ABOUT     SUPPORT
 

MEMBERSHIP          CONTACT DONATE

GET DIRECTIONS

Your Location

200 W. First Street
Claremont, CA 91711

DIRECTIONS

ADMISSION

General: 
$5 for adults. FREE for members, children under 18 
and students.

First Friday: 
Free Senior Day with free admission to seniors age 
65 and over

First Saturday: 
Art Walk, 6-9 pm

First Sunday: 
Free Family Day with free admission and art 
activities for kids

BECOME A MEMBER

LOCATION & CONTACT INFORMATION

200 W. First Street, Claremont, CA 91711
in the Claremont Depot
(909) 621-3200
info@claremontmuseum.org

MUSEUM HOURS

Friday, noon- 4 pm
Saturday, noon- 4 pm
Sunday, noon- 4 pm

ACCESSIBILITY

CMA is wheelchair accessible and has handicap parking for those 
with handicap permits. Accessible bathrooms are available. 
Please ask for access and or assistance at the front desk.

PARKING

Free parking is available in the Claremont Village and in the 
Metrolink parking lot located on the east side of the Claremont 
Depot.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

The Claremont stop on the Metrolink unloads passengers directly 
behind the historic Claremont Depot. The CMA entrance is on the 
north side of the Claremont Depot, facing First Street.

The CMA is located next to two Foothill Transit bus stops, with 
four additional transit stops less than a block away from the CMA. 
For additional information, schedules, and transportation 
accommodations please visit Claremont Transit Center.

PLAN
YOUR VISIT

 

LOCATION
200 W. First Street 
in the Claremont Depot

MAILING ADDRESS
P.O. Box 1136 | Claremont, CA 91711

909.621.3200

The Claremont Museum of Art is committed to serve the public in ways that respect the plurality of our communities. Complete Culture and Equity and Inclusion Statement.

ON VIEW
EVENTS
MEMBERSHIP
DONATE



Jeffrey Kaplan Mediation Services
Website Design
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TRUST • SHARE • EVALUATE • RESOLVE
Jeffrey’s tireless work ethic, preparation, calm demeanor,

strong evaluative skills, creative problem solving and persistence
enable him to successfully mediate all types of disputes.

About Jeffrey Kaplan Mediation Services

Mediation allows disputants to take control of their differences and resolve 
their claims out of court. Mediation is a voluntary, confidential and non-binding 
process. Information shared at a mediation is inadmissible in any legal 
proceeding.

Mr. Kaplan assists parties and their attorneys evaluate their legal positions, the 
costs and benefits of achieving a mediated solution and how to avoid an 
uncertain adjudication made by a judge, jury or arbitrator. Once a settlement is 
reached at mediation, it is placed in writing, signed by all of the disputants and 
contains language that the disputants voluntarily consent to the terms of the 
written agreement to be binding and enforceable by a Court.

SEE JEFFREY KAPLAN’S PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

“Aenean tempus luctus velit quis convallis. Maecenas luctus, libero eu elementum 
maximus, diam nibh tempor quam, ut sagittis diam erat vulputate lorem.”

– CLIENT NAME

Meet Jeffrey Kaplan

Have any questions?   310-486-1393    jeffrey@jeffreykaplanmediation.com

Have any questions?   310-486-1393    jeffrey@jeffreykaplanmediation.com

Tips for Mediation

– Presence at Mediation 

+ Share Information Freely 

+ Stay Open to All Options 

+ Use Your Mediator’s Experience 

+ Come to Mediation Ready to Settle

+ Mediated Resolutions Preferred 

Why Mediation, Not Litigation?  

1. Lower cost than litigating dispute through 
trial or arbitration

2. Parties control the outcome

3. Flexibility with the outcomes achieved

4. Opportunity to air grievances in a safe 
setting

5. Avoid biases of decision makers, i.e. judge, 
jury or arbitrator

6. Quicker way to reach a binding resolution

7. Privacy – mediation confidentiality is strictly 
observed and enforced through California 
Evidence Code sections 1115-1129.

Presence means having the decision makers physically present at the mediation to assist Mr. 
Kaplan in reaching a mutually agreeable binding resolution. Presence also means that 
participants be present and not be distracted by outside influences such as cellphones, 
laptops, tablets or web surfing while meeting with Mr. Kaplan. Be prepared to be present 
and actively participate for a full day to reach a settlement.  

HOME                  MEET JEFFREY                  TIPS FOR MEDIATION                  FEES                  NEWS                  CONTACT

Contact

Have any questions?   310-486-1393    jeffrey@jeffreykaplanmediation.com

Name

Message/Question

Email Address

What is this in regard to?

 General Question
 Discuss a Current Case
 Schedule Mediation
 Leave a Testimonial

Phone Number

Have any questions?

jeffrey@jeffreykaplanmediation.com
Call me

310-486-1393 

Send Message

HOME                  MEET JEFFREY                  TIPS FOR MEDIATION                  FEES                  NEWS                  CONTACT



Schumacher Secure
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CALL US: 877.895.6536 / 562.408.6633

C A L E N D A R  O F  E V E N T SO C E A N  F R E I G H T A I R  F R E I G H T

ONLINE TRACKINGREQUEST A QUOTE

THE PREMIER INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING SERVICE

DEDICATED TO COLLECTIBLE VEHICLES.
CALL US: 877.895.6536 / 562.408.6633 ONLINE TRACKINGREQUEST A QUOTE

THE PREMIER INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING SERVICE

DEDICATED TO COLLECTIBLE VEHICLES.

A B O U T  U S

HOME            ABOUT US            OUR SERVICES ARRANGE FOR TRANSPORT            QUOTES             CONTACT

Schumacher Secure is the only international shipping company that provides the discerning auto collector with completely secure transportation of 

their vehicle. We proudly own and personally maintain our warehouses and unique online tracking system to ensure the preservation of our client’s 

investment. 

Schumacher Secure, a division of Schumacher Cargo Logistics, Inc. is a company solely dedicated to providing unsurpassed international automobile 

transportation. We have been shipping collectible automobiles worldwide since 1977. Now, through Schumacher Secure,  it is our mission to provide 

the best possible transportation service available anywhere-at a level that reflects the unparalleled quality of classic automobile design. 

The company has identified the top senior executives within Schumacher Cargo Logistics and chosen them to lead Schumacher Secure. They will 

direct our vision as we design the best available methods to transport priceless automobiles to destinations throughout the world-and ensure they 

arrive in pristine condition. 

The Schumacher Process of automobile transportation begins with a careful review of each individual challenge. Whether your automobile requires 

land, sea or air transportation modes – or a combination thereof - Schumacher will consider all possibilities and scenarios and identify the most 

advantageous transport methods.

Our professional staff members are all true car lovers and know how to deal with every situation, be it a delay with Customs, a missed flight connection 

or a broken-down delivery carrier, we are here to take care of it all, with speed and safety of your priceless automobile always TOP PRIORITY.

Reliability

They say that moving your family and possessions is one of life’s most stressful situations. Shipping your cherished automobile around the world or 

even next door is no less stressful an event. From museum cars to auction purchases to Concourse de Elegance events, Schumacher Secure has a 

tailored, unique service to meet every customer requirement. You can count on Schumacher Secure to do it right.

Credibility

Our customers come from all aspects of the automobile world:

 • Classic Car Auction Houses,

 • Private Collections,

 • Automobile Museums,

 • Concourse de Elegance events worldwide,

 • Tours and shows,

Let Schumacher Secure handle your next international automobile shipping experience-and include you as one of our most prestigious customers 

also.

CALL US: 877.895.6536 / 562.408.6633 ONLINE TRACKINGREQUEST A QUOTE

THE PREMIER INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING SERVICE

DEDICATED TO COLLECTIBLE VEHICLES.

C O N TA C T  U S Schumacher Secure, a division of Schumacher Cargo Logistics, Inc.
550 W. 135th Street
Gardena, CA 90248
USA

Phone: 877.895.6536 / 562.408.6633
Fax: 562-408-6636
Email: warren@sclusa.com

HOME            ABOUT US            OUR SERVICES ARRANGE FOR TRANSPORT            QUOTES             CONTACT
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Take a Ride Through the Heart of California

Explore Alisal from an unforgettable vantage point. Ride through canyons, shaded hillsides, past grazing cattle and 
babbling brooks. Our string of 100 horses can accommodate first-time to advanced riders. Small groups are provided 
personal attention by our experienced wranglers. See below for the variety of rides we offer.

*Please note: Horseback riding is available to overnight guests only. As a courtesy to other riders and to get the most 
riding time, please arrive at the Barn 15 minutes prior to your scheduled ride time.

View Horseback Riding Basics From Alisal’s Experienced Wranglers

Breakfast Ride
Giant sycamores and a crackling campfire provide a beautiful backdrop for a Western breakfast at our historic Adobe 
Camp. After you’ve had some of the best flapjacks you'll ever taste, you’ll saddle up and be on your way. Guests may 
also choose to hop aboard the hay wagon and enjoy the ride from a different vantage point.

Season: year round
Days (excluding summer & holidays): Wednesday and Saturday
Days (during summer & holidays): Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday
Ride Length: 45 minutes - 1 hour each way by horseback (plus breakfast)
Beginner Riders arrive at Barn at 7:30 a.m.
Intermediate Riders arrive at Barn at 7:45 a.m.
Advanced Riders arrive at Barn at 8 a.m.
Hay wagon departs at 8:45 a.m.
Rate: $80 per rider; hay wagon is complimentary

Scenic Trail Rides
Alisal offers scenic trail rides twice daily:

Alisal offers scenic trail rides twice daily:
Season: year round
Days: Every day
Morning: 9:30 a.m.
Afternoon: 2 p.m.
Ride Length: 90 minutes to 2 hours
Rate: $80 per rider
Afternoon rides are currently discounted to $50

Evening Rides
Evening is a magical time at Alisal—full of opportunities to see deer and maybe even a coyote or bobcat, not to 
mention a perfect way to enjoy the colors of a stunning sunset. Ride the twilight and see what is so rarely seen.  
(This ride is limited to 15 riders.)

Season: June through August
Days: Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday evenings
Time: 5 p.m.
Ride Length: 2 hours
Rate: $80 per rider

Lessons
We offer one-hour private riding lessons on the trail daily 12:30-1:30 p.m. Lessons are recommended for infrequent 
riders who wish to join a higher level group ride and those who want to assess their riding ability in a safer setting. 
Lessons may be scheduled at the Barn or by calling 805-686-7630 8-11:30 a.m. or 12:30-3 p.m.

Rate: $60/hour
By appointment only: subject to the availability of wranglers.

Kids Arena Lessons (June-August)
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays
10 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 11 a.m.
Ages 4-6
Rate: $35/30 minutes

Kids Instructional Lessons (June-August)
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays
Please inquire for times: (805) 686-7630  
Ages 7-12
Rate: $55/hour

Alisal Rodeo (June-August)
Join us for a Country Fair and Rodeo extravaganza every Wednesday during the summer at 5:30 p.m.  Our 
wranglers demonstrate a wide variety of rodeo events including roping, barrel racing, team sorting, and quick draw.  
We also offer a lesson from 12:30-1:30 p.m. on rodeo day for those adults who wish to participate in the team sorting 
competition. Please contact the Barn for more information and to sign up.  After the rodeo, enjoy our Western-style 
BBQ at the arena, complete with live country music and dancing.

How to Enjoy Your Ride at Alisal

Ride Sign-Up
Once you arrive at the Ranch, sign up for rides at your earliest convenience or at least one hour prior to ride 
departure, as our wranglers will need to determine your riding ability and choose a horse suitable for your riding 
level. You may sign up by visiting the Barn and talking to a wrangler or by calling extension 7630 (805-686-7630). 
Our wranglers accompany you to ensure the enjoyment of all riders, taking necessary safety precautions.  Horses 
are assigned based on guests’ height, weight, and riding ability.  In consideration of all riders’ safety and enjoyment, 
it is imperative not to overestimate your riding ability. 

Please note: A wrangler will also be in the dining room the evening prior to all Breakfast Rides to talk with guests 
about the experience and to sign up guests for the following morning’s ride. Guests unfortunately cannot sign up for 
rides prior to arriving at the Ranch, and during peak times there could be a stand-by list.

What to Wear
Pants: Long pants, preferably jeans

Boots: Cowboy boots, English riding boots, or other hard-slick soled heeled shoes (tennis/running shoes are okay). 
Hiking boots with heavy tread are not safe; they can bind up in the stirrups.  Slip-on shoes and sandals are not 
allowed. 

Hat (optional): If you wear a hat, make sure it won't blow off in the wind as you pick up a trot or lope; a stampede 
string is recommended.

*Events/Meetings/Large Groups: In some instances, for large groups, depending on circumstances and availability, 
we offer rodeos outside the summer months. If you would like to inquire, please contact the Group Sales Department 
at (805) 686-7613.  

For more information:

Alisal Barn Direct: 805-686-7630
Contact Form: Horseback Riding

Group Sales:

*Events/Meetings/Large Groups: In some instances, for 
large groups, depending on circumstances & availability, 
we offer Rodeos outside the Summer months.

If you would like to inquire, please contact:
Group Sales Department: 805-686-7613
Contact Form: Horseback Riding
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Rates:
Horseback riding at Alisal is for Alisal overnight guests only.

Breakfast Rides $80.00/Rider
Hay Wagon  Complimentary
Scenic Trail Ride (Morning) $80.00/Rider
Scenic Trail Ride (Afternoon $50.00/Rider
Evening Ride (June - August) $80.00/Rider

Lessons $60.00/Hour
Kids’ Arena Lessons  $35.00/Half Hour
Kids’ Instructional Lessons  $55.00/Hour

All lessons are by appointment only.
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Spa Hours
Daily 9:00am – 6:00pm
For more information, or to book appointments, contact the 
Spa directly at (805) 686-7701 or via Guest Services at 
(805) 686-7700.  

View or download the Alisal Spa menu.

Rates:
Masssages
Swedish (60 minutes)  $125
Swedish (90 minutes)  $175
Deep Tissue (60 minutes)  $130
Therapeutic (60 minutes)  $130
Maternity (60 minutes)  $125

Facials
Classic Luxury Facial (60 minutes)  $145
Renewing & Revitalizing Facial (75 minutes)  $165
Cell Renewal Oxygen Facial (75 minutes)  $165
Anti-Aging Glycolic Facial (75 minutes)  $165

Signature Treatments
Teen Time Treatment (90 minutes)  $185
Happy Hour (75 minutes)  $165
De-Stress Back Treatment (60 minutes)  $145
Hand & Foot Revitalizing Treatment (75 minutes)  $165
The Sun Downer (2 hours) $250
The Trail Blazer (90 minutes)  $200
The Alisal Hot Stone Treatment (75 minutes) $165
Therapeutic Hair & Scalp Treatment (45 minutes) $75
Honey Butter Hand Treatment (30 minutes) $55
Reflexology (30 minutes) $55

Wraps
Nojoqui Mud Wrap & Sage Bliss Massage 
(90 minutes)  $200
Herbal Compress Treatment & Massage
(90 minutes)  $200
Healing Aloe Wrap & Massage
(90 minutes) $200
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Alisal Spa Massage

Our team of professional massage therapists offers a customized massage including Swedish, therapeutic, sports 
and deep tissue—suited for each guest’s specific needs. 

Swedish Massage: 
A combination of relaxing, flowing massage strokes that effectively stimulate circulation and rejuvenate tired and / or 
sore muscles. 

Deep Tissue / Sport Massage: 
Deep pressure and techniques with a targeted focus on the muscle groups are used to improve flexibility and 
increase circulation. Stretching and lengthening techniques are used to open up contracted muscles. 

Therapeutic Massage: 
Both Swedish style and deeper pressure techniques are used to release tension especially in the lower back, neck, 
and shoulders. This massage is both relaxing and restorative, and an ideal choice for de-stressing.  

Maternity Massage: 
This gentle, soothing massage that allows the expecting mother to unwind and relax. You will be comfortably 
supported and cradled with pillows so you can completely enjoy your pampering massage. Please note that deep 
work is not administered during this massage and that you must be past your first trimester. Heat treatments, 
reflexology, wraps, and scrubs are not advised for mothers-to-be.

Facials

Classic Luxury Facial 
Perfect for anyone who wants to relax while the skin is calmed, moisturized, and pampered. After the skin is 
thoroughly cleansed and lightly exfoliated, a healing, hydrating masque is applied. Relax completely with a hand and 
foot massage while the masque nourishes the skin.

Renewing & Revitalizing Facial 
This regenerative facial is perfect for dry, tired skin that needs toning and replenishing and can be customized for any 
skin needs. Exfoliation, deep pore cleansing, extraction, and steam will prepare the skin for a customized masque 
while you receive hand and foot massage. 

Cell Renewal Oxygen Facial 
Our signature facial from Cell Renewal Systems is perfect for all skin types needing visible smoothing, clarity, and 
detoxification. This facial includes cleanse, exfoliation, deep pore cleansing, oxygen mask, neck, shoulder, and a 
hand and foot massage. 

Anti-Aging Glycolic Facial
This facial utilizes highly effective products that improve the texture and appearance of the skin, as well as 
smoothing fine lines. Safe for all skin types.

Signature Treatments

Teen-Time Treatment 
This is a perfect pairing of a facial which includes deep pore cleansing and a relaxing neck, back, and shoulder 
massage. This combination package is designed for the teen who is on the run but needs attention to both face and 
body.

Happy Hour 
Satisfy the thirst of the driest skin. Enjoy a refreshing body scrub from our ancient Sea Bed mineral salt and oil 
blends; Margarita, Grapefruit, Daiquiri, Lavender Tangerine, or Citrus Mint. The invigorating exfoliation is followed by 
a cleansing rinse. As you melt into peaceful relaxation, your treatment is completed with a back, neck, and shoulder 
massage. 

De-Stress Back Treatment 
This treatment is perfect for the person whose back is in need of a little extra TLC. We combine exfoliation, 
application of our detoxifying Nojoqui Mud, and massage to restore balance to the back and renewed well-being to 
the body. 

Hand & Foot Revitalizing Treatment
This unique treatment uses massage and hydration techniques to bring balance to the entire body through the hands 
and feet. The pampering is complete with hand and foot exfoliation, masque, hydration treatments, as well as an 
aromatherapy scalp massage.

The Sun Downer
After an action-packed day on the Ranch, this spa package is the ultimate wind-down experience. Begin with a 
customized full-body massage with heated therapeutic oils and steamed towels designed to promote deep 
relaxation. Your relaxation is completed with a soothing, deep cleansing facial that will leave your skin fresh and 
glowing.

The Trail Blazer
Created to rejuvenate and replenish. Our signature treatment begins with an organic peppermint salt full-body 
exfoliation that will leave your skin incredibly soft and glowing. After a refreshing rinse enjoy a relaxing massage, 
focusing on relieving tension and stress from your neck, back, and shoulders. 

The Alisal Hot Stone Treatment
This unique body treatment is designed melt away your stress with heated stones and a full-body massage. Your feet 
will be rejuvenated with our luxurious organic rosemary salt foot scrub. This experience also includes an invigorating 
aromatherapy scalp treatment.

Therapeutic Hair & Scalp Treatment
Specially blended tonics are used to address specific conditions of the hair and scalp, while massage, Shiatsu, and 
Cranial Sacral holds promote deep relaxation and increase circulation to the scalp and hair follicles. This treatment 
not only conditions the hair and scalp, but helps to bring balance back to the whole body.

Honey Butter Hand Treatment
This gentle cleansing and exfoliating treatment will leave your hands conditioned and moisturized as it soothes and 
nourishes the skin. 

Reflexology
This service begins with a renewing cleansing scrub to exfoliate and soothe tired feet. Hot towel compression is used 
to bring circulation and blood flow to the feet. The reflex points are stimulated to rebalance the body

Wraps

Nojoqui Mud Wrap & Sage Bliss Massage 
After a full-body dry brushing our signature handcrafted blend of algae, Dead Sea mud and Spanish sage is applied; 
bringing relief to sore, fatigued muscles and tranquility to body and mind. While you are wrapped in a warm cocoon, 
enjoy a relaxing scalp, face, and neck massage. Next your feet are pampered with reflexology massage and 
steamed towels. After a refreshing rinse, indulge in our therapeutic sage lotion massage. Don’t leave the Ranch 
without experiencing this signature treatment. 

Herbal Compress Treatment & Massage 
Our hand-blended mix of herbs and flowers are designed to reflect each season and the body’s consequent needs. 
These are applied directly to the skin as heated compresses to relieve muscle soreness and inflammation in the 
joints. Next feel your stress melt away with a full-body massage with our heated herb-infused oil.

Healing Aloe Wrap & Massage 
The ultimate for soothing and pampering the skin that is dry, dehydrated or sunburned. Begin with a dry brush 
exfoliation* followed with a luxurious aloe wrap. While relaxing in the wrap enjoy a scalp treatment, facial massage, 
healing facial masque, and foot reflexology. After a refreshing rinse you will receive a gentle pampering massage 
with our ultra-hydrating aloe body cream. *Dry brushing may be omitted if skin is sunburned

Signature Spa Treatments

If you are travel weary or trail sore, nothing restores the mind and spirit like our signature spa treatments. From 
soothing Swedish and deep tissue massages, to gentle cleansing facials and our exclusive therapeutic mud and herb 
wraps, our licensed and certified specialists will remove the weight of the world from your shoulders.

Any treatment listed can be adjusted to accommodate two people based on availability - all prices are per person. 
Any of our facials can be applied to the back. If you need to beautify your back for a special occasion, a back facial is 
a wonderful treatment.
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Suzanne Betro Denim
Hangtags, waistband tags, labels, rivets, buttons, waistband patches
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Ziquin Life
Supplement product line labels
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Amount Per Serving

Supplement Facts

Other Ingredients: Algal Oil (Schizochytrium sp. algae), 
Purified Water, Non-GMO Modified Food Starch (non-gluten), 
Glycerin, Carrageenan, Rosemary Oil (Preservative)
Certified Kosher and Halal Ingredients.

% DV

Serving Size: 2 Softgels
Servings Per Container: 30

Calories
Calories From Fat

Total Fat
Algal Oil
Omega 3 Fatty Acids
DHA (Docosahexaenoic Acid)
EPA (Eicosapentaenoic Acid)
Omega 6 Fatty Acids
** Daily Value (DV) not established
† % Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet

10
10

1 g
1,000 mg

550 mg
300 mg
150 mg

40 mg

2%†

**
**
**
**
**

0 731199 471943
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Ondine Showers
Dual showerhead packaging
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Technicolor 3D
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We believe care 
goes beyond a 
medical chart.
With kindness and integrity 

as our guide, we strive for 
excellence in every interaction.

Beecan Health
Tradeshow Booth
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